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ABSTRACT
This study explored the relations among structural dimen­
sions of paintings, judgmental and emotional responses to them, 
and willingness to be helpful.
In the pre-test phase of the study 250 slides of paintings 
from pre-impressionist days onward, selected to deemphasize con­
tent and to emphasize structure, were viewed —  50 slides by 30 
.subjects. Sixty slides were selected representing two levels of 
Beauty (high vs. low) and three levels of Complexity (high vs. 
medium vs. .low). ' In each resulting experimental condition ten 
slides were shown to twenty female subjects, who rated each indi­
vidual slide, the research task as a whole, their mood before and 
after the viewing experience, and were then asked to volunteer in 
each of four different helping situations. A control'group was 
treated in analogous manner, except they worked on a simple 
non-art task instead of viewing and rating individual stimuli.
The experimental check showed that a) the experimental 
subjects perceived -the experimental stimuli in a manner anal-
i
ogous to the pre-test subjects, b) they found the experimental 
conditions significantly different from each other on properties 
used as experimental variable^:
Ratings of aesthetic stimuli revealed that, consistent with 
priuiious findings. Activity and Complexity were perceived as 
conceptually related while Evaluation was unrelated to^-either 
Complexity or Activity. However, contrary to previous findings
ii
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Interest related more strongly to Evaluation and only somewhat 
to Activity. The relationship to moods showed that the Evalu­
ation related positively to changes in Elation and negatively 
to changes in Aggression; Interest was positively associated to 
changes in Elation and Vigor while Activity related positively 
only to specific moods such .as "self-centered" and "clutched-up". 
Alternatively, Complexity did not significantly relate to moods.
Helpfulness related most strongly to Evaluation. Help-to- 
Experimenter related curvilinearly but only to some of the evalu­
ation scales: Immediate help was promoted by high beauty and 
pleasingness and was particularly stifled by moderate beauty and 
non-art experience; delayed help was particularly low after a 
moderately pleasant experience. Help to people other than the 
experimenter was linearly related to Evaluation, especially to 
ratings of "beautiful", "pleasing" and "pleasant" when help in 
happy occassions was asked, and to ratings of,"cheerful" when 
^help in sad situations was requested. 'Interest and Activity had 
weak relationships to helpfulness.. Thus, Help-to-Others in • 
pleasant occassions .was promoted by highly inspiring experience 
and Help-to-Others in sad situations was particularly low after 
moderately arousing experience. Complexity, however, was not 
significantly related to helpfulness.
Contrary to previous findings, the relationships of moods 
to helpfulness were few snd were mood specific. Help-to-Experi- 
menter related positively to the change in feeling "defiant"
ill
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while willingness to help others in sad situations related nega­
tively to the change in feeling "sory". It seems that helpful­
ness was influenced more by judgmental than by eiAtional responses, 
but further studies with more subjects per condition and more ex­
treme stimuli are encour^ed.
iv
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
The Problem
Art and MoraTTty - The Impact of Content or the Impact of Form? -
The question of a possible link between art and morality is one 
issue which consistently reappears in a great deal of artistic ^ tera- 
ture (Plato-Munro, in Hogg, 1969; Baumgarten, 1750; Hygen, 1965; 
Berenson, 1954; Tolstoy-Maude, 1973). There is a controversy however, 
implicated in the approach of different theorists regarding the mechan­
isms by which art might influence morality. Opposing conclusions are 
drawn, largely due to the fact that some authors concentrate their 
attention on the content of art while others focus upon artistic form.
Generally, theorists whose focus is art content, when discussing 
the relationship between art and morality, battle around the question 
of the moral responsibility of an artist in his choice of what to 
express in a particular work of art. For example, Tolstoy, who main­
tains that the purpose of art is moral and for whom the content of art 
consists of emotions projected into the work of art, requires that an 
artist present in his work the highest and the best feelings (Maude, 
1973). Contrarily, Oscar Wilde (1968) declares the freedom of the 
artist from moral responsibility in his choice of the subject treated
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
o
in a work of arc. He assumes the position. that an art is an end in it­
self. There are criticisms of both views. Thus, Beardsmore (1971) 
objects to the "tendentious" approach to art of the moralists on the 
grounds that they give precedence to what art brings, rather than to 
what it is. On the other hand, he criticizes the "Art for Art" 
theorists for confusing the conviction that the purpose of art is not 
morality but art itself, with the position that art has nothing to do 
with morality. For, the fact thqt art is an end in itself does not
f
necessarily mean that it need be "the only end or even the ch'ief end" 
(Ekraan, 1960, p.8).
However, the gap between the two opposing views may be eliminated 
through the reasoning of theorists who see the moral influence of art 
acting through the impact of art form, or more specifically, through 
the aesthetic qualities of art upon the development of morality. Such 
effects, if confirmed, would allow the possibility that arc be an end 
'in itself, i.e. employed in perfecting the aesthetic for the sake of * 
experiencing it, and could at the same time have decisive' consequences 
for the development of morality. Therefore, the influence of art on 
morality can be broken down into:
1. The influence of the theme being treated in the art work, i.e. the 
effect of the content of the'art.
2. The influence of experiencing an aesthetic quality in the work of 
art, i.e. the effect of art form.
3. The influence of certain content being treated in a particular 
manner, i.e. the effect of the interaction of form and content.
While" both the second and the third effect may be appropriately
L
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ascribed to art, it is only the second effect which is characteristi­
cally aesthetic, stemming as it does .from the specificity of aes­
thetic form.
Assumptions and the Scope of the Present Study
The present study is based on the assumption that the objective 
aesthetic qualities of form such as simplicity - complexity or 
beauty - ugliness may influence moral behavior through the effects on 
subjective or psychological phenomena (affective and/or cognitive) which 
then become mediating factors for moral judgment or moral action.
Studies undertaken in this area thus far suggest that aesthetic prop­
erties of form may affect physiological (the degree of arousal) as 
well as psychological (subjective perception oï pleasure vs. displea­
sure) phenomena in the experiencing organism (Berlyne, 1967; Berlyne, 
1971). More precisely, the findings show, on the one hand, the rele­
vance of structural properties of form for the degree of arousal, and 
on the other hand, the relevance of the 'degree of. arousal for pleasure 
(Berlyne, 1976). The role of arousal and pleasure in affects is com­
monly assumed, although there are still numerous controversies re­
garding the nature of affect (Zajonc, 1984; Lazarus, 1984; Rosenhan, 
Salovey & Hargis, 1981). Also, the findings suggest the role of 
affects in altruistic behavior, expressed as generosity in helping and 
shering with others ( Aderraan & Berkowitz, 1970; Rosenhan, Underwood & 
Moore, 1974; Underwood, Froming & Moore, 1974).
The present study will examine how aesthetic qualities of form
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
\such as simplicity vs. complexity and. beauty vs. ugliness relate to 
the subjective perception of these properties, the degree of arousal, 
pleasant ve. unpleasant feeling and some other affective and mood 
attributes, and how the variations in aesthetic properties and cogni­
tive and affective reactions to them relate to willingness to help. 
Different measures of willingness to help are chosen for the dependent 
variables, on the basis of findings which indicate the facilitative 
influence of positive affect and the dampening effect of negative 
affect on willingness to help (Aderman, 1972).
L . I .
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5 •
Theoretical Considerations and the
Review of Literature
Controversy Surrounding the Concept of Morality
In order to speculate about the particular areas of morality which 
may be affected, by art, it is useful to question the popular belief that 
"morality" is a unitary phenomenon involving actions and values which 
are concerned with "the formation of human life and personality according 
to norms of good and evil" (Hygen, 1965, p .55). Moral behavior 
is characterized Jay diversity. Thus far, moral judgement has been the 
most extensively researched indicator but the importance of other 
aspects of morality, such as affective, motivationalk^and behavioral, 
have also been recognized and dealt with. Based on a rather thorough, 
review of affective (guilt), cognitive (internal vs. external orien­
tation) and overt or behavioral (altruism; resistance to temptation; 
•self-denial; confession) indices of morality, Hoffman (1970) concludes 
that morality seems to be a multi-faceted rather than a unitary 
phenomenon. Consequently according to Hoffman (1970), at the present 
moment, different indices of morality cannot justifiably be treated as 
representing a single underlying process of "moral development", as 
they seem to develop at different age levels and are promoted by 
different experiential variables. Therefore, their development seems 
to reflect different underlying processes, and their expression seems 
to be dependent on different factors. However, this diversity does 
not exclude the possibility of the existence of some variables which 
are common to most or even all moral indices. Hence, there is a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
possibility that art has a general effect across different moral indices, 
influencing some factors common to all of them. For example, art May 
work as a provider of vicarious social experience or as a sensitivity 
training device which may be conducive to promoting empathy. Empathy, 
moreover, was shown to play an important role in advanced morality 
(Piaget, 1965). However, there may be specifj.C effects which would 
< involve only one particular moral index or several of them but would 
be irrelevant to others. Thus, it seems plausible thàt factors such 
as the pleasurable vs. unpleasurable aspects of aesthetic experience, 
by affecting the moods of the experiencing subject may play a role i(î • 
several different moral indices which require a voluntary approach 
reaction towards another person. Such a reaction would most obviously 
be observed in moral indices belonging to the area of altruistic be­
havior such as helping, sharing and going out of one's way to come to 
the aid of a person in distress.
Research Findings Concerning the Role of Affect in Moral Behavior
There are a substantial number of studies which reveal a relation­
ship between affect 6nd altruistic behavior, mostly involving helping, 
sharing, or other behaviors that are in some way gratifying to another 
person. However, the direction (îf the relationship between affect 
and altruism is still somewhat controversial.
A certain number of studies revealed that an induced negative , 
affect facilitated altruism (Aderman & Berkowitz,. 1970; Apsler, 1975;
Freedman, Wollington & Bless, 1967; Kidd & Berkowitz, 1976). Such ^ ^
findings gave rise to a hedonistic view.of altruism -(Cialdini, Darby
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
& Vincent, 1973; Cialdini & Kewrick, 1976) which maintains that the 
motive for altruism, is egoistic. Hence, altruism is used to alleviate
o
a negative mood, since altruistic behavior is self-gratifying due to 
its social approval value. However, the majority of studies on the 
relationship of affect and altruistic behavior are in contradiction 
with the hedonistic view of altruism. Rather, they seem to be in 
line with the Resource Theory of Social Exchange (Foa & Foa, 1976) 
suggesting that persons tend to share whatever they have in abundance,
' if the situation demands it. Thus, emotionally secure, popular and 
self-confident children were found to be more willing to help, than 
children who were lacking social approval (Murphy, 1937; Staub &
Sherk, 1970). Also, children who were receiving a great deal of 
affectionnât home were found to be more ready to help, than children 
who were receiving little affection (Hoffman, 1975; Mussen, Harris, 
Rutherford & Keasey, 1970; Yarrow, 1973). There are also a substantial 
number of studies which tackle more directly the effects of moods on 
altruism. ■ Those studies reveal that positive affective states such as 
elation and happiness promote helping, while negative affective states, 
such as depression and unhappiness, retard it. Thus, people who felt 
good showed an increased willingness to help, despite the fact that 
positive feelings were induced by such diverse factors as experienced 
success at a task (Berkowitz & Connor, 1966; Isen, 1970; Isen, Horn & 
.Rosenhan, 1973), receiving unexpected gifts (Isen, Clark & Schwartz, 
1976), finding money (Isen & Levin, 1972), or merely reading elation 
statements (Aderman, 1972). Increased altruism, involving the sharing 
with another person, as a cofeequence of an induction of a positive
J
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affect, was observed in studies with diverse groups of subjects, such
as normal children (Rosenhan, Underwood & Moore, 1974; Underwood,
Froming & Moore, 1977); retarded adolescents (Karpf, 1977); and
adults (Underwood, Gutlebeti, Berenson, Cheng, Berenson, Kulik &
^  '
Wenzel, 1974). Also, increased altruism in helping behavior due to 
a positive mood was observed in normal children (Isen & Levin, 1972) 
and adults (Cunningham, 1979; Sherrod, Armstrong, Hew^t, Hadonia,
Speno & Teruya, 1977).
é
However, there are authors who argue against global division of 
affects into positive and negative, emphasizing the substantial 
differences that could be found between different positive as well as 
negative affects (Rosenhan, Salovey & Hargis, 1981). They propose that 
affective behavior be treated in more specific terms, examining the 
effects of particular affects such as joy, anger, sadness and others. 
Also, there are some objections to several studies on the relationship 
of affects to helpfulness which are worth mentioning. In some studies 
(Underwood, Gutleben, Berenson, Cheng, Berenson, Kulik & Wenzel, 1974 ; 
Underwood, Froming & Moore, 1977; Karpf, 1977; Sherrod, Armstrong, 
Hewitt, Madonia, Speno & Teruya, 1977) a direct measure of the affect 
upon the treatment condition is not computed. Rather, an affect- 
inducing experience is assumed to be effective, the existence of 
affect is presumed, and therefore the change in altruism is automa­
tically ascribed to the change in the affect. However, there are 
other studies (Aderman, 1972; Thompson, Cowan & Rosenhan, 1980; 
Rosenhan, Salovey & Hargis, 1981) that show consistent findings with 
the studies mentioned above but cannot be similarly criticised, as
I
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the direct measure of the affect is assessed after the affect-inducing 
experience and prior to the opportunity for altruism.
In summary, it seems that the consideration of the controversial 
findings regarding the influence of affect on altruism and helpfulness 
in particular suggests rather convincing support for the expect^ion 
that a positive affect, be it in a more global (Aderman, 1972) tr in 
more specific sense (Rosenhan, Salovey & Hargis, 1981), would promote 
altruism. It also seems that pleasantness of formal properties may be 
a sufficiently potent affect-inducing agent to affect altruistic 
behavior. For example, the studies of environmental influences on moods 
and on helpfulness indicate that evocation of pleasant features of the 
environment facilitates helpfulness (Sharrod, Armstrong, Hewitt, Medonia, 
Speno and Teruya, 1977), and also Chat the pleasantness of visual ex­
perience may be conductive to greater altruism (Cunningham, 1979) .
Structural Properties of Form Suggested in Early Theories as Being 
Related to Morality
Notions concerning the relevance of art form for morality may 
already be found in early theorizing on att. For example, Plato is 
another theorist, besides Tolstoy, who is often quoted as a moralist 
in his view of art (Beardsmore, 1971; Berlyne, 1971). This may be 
attributed to the fact that Plato claims "the purpose of art is moral 
- to promote the good character, that which is characterized by inner 
liberty and equilibrium" (Ekman, 1960, p.25). However, it seems for 
Plato the formation of "good character" under the influence of art 
is not achieved by "what" art expresses but rather by "how" the
L
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expressing is done. Thus, Plato contends that "simple, old-fashioned . 
music is helpful in the formation of a self-controlled and spirited 
youth, while soft 1ydian melodies with a complex rhythm tend to 
soften and disintegrate character” (Munro - In Hogg, 1969, p.34). 
Obviously, here Plato directly talks about the effects that the 
structural characteristics of art, such as simplicity, complexity and 
softness, may have on the character formation of its audience. How­
ever, it seems that underlying Plato's notion of the influence of 
art on morality.is the conceptualization of character as some fluid 
matter upon which the structural,properties of art directly imprint 
and restructure the character in analagous manner, as they do the 
artistic medium. Hence, the complexity which may be characterized by 
the numerosity of elements or irregularity of arrangement is seen as 
having the potential to disintegrate the character. ^
However, there are less explicit references in Plato's theorizing 
on art which point to the role of art form in morality. For instance, 
Plato underscores the importance of measure in artistic representation, 
'stating that all arts are "on the watch against excess and deficit.... 
the excellence and beauty of every work of art is due to this obser­
vance and measure" (In the Statesman. Berlyne, 1971, p.123). He 
explained that by measure he meant approximation, to the "mean and the 
fit and the opportune and the due and with all those words in short 
which denote a standard removed from the extremes" (Berlyne, 1971, 
p.123). Within such a view of art, Plato's contention that the 
purpose of art is moral gives us an indication that the form of Che 
work of art, i.e. the presentation to the audience of something Chat
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is well-proportioned, well-balanced out or weighed out, may be important 
for the formation of morality, or more specifically, for the formation 
of a character of "inner liberty and equilibrium" (Ekman, 1960, p.25). 
While Plato points to complexity and its role in morality, his dis­
cussions on the importance of measure for art form and the signifi­
cance of arc for character formation, implicitly suggest beauty as 
property of form which may be related to morality. Beauty comes to 
mind beacuse it is a property which is often credited (Home, 1965; 
Fechner, 1976 - In Berlyne, 1971) with an optimal or intermediate 
position with respect to the degrees and the relationships of formal 
attributes. From antiquity onwards, beauty was- also explicitly 
suggested as being connected to morality. The first ideas which relate 
beauty to morality appear among ancient Greeks who coined the word 
"calogathy'!, meaning beautiful-good, from the words Kalos (beautiful) 
and Agathos (good) (Hygen, 1965, p. 16). Their approach to the relation­
ship between good and beautiful stems from their distinction of spiri­
tual values into the idea of the good, the true, and the beautiful, and 
of their assumption of an inner inter-connectedness of the world of 
ideas (Hygen, 1965) . Centuries later, in the literature of Western 
drought, the discussions about the relationship of beauty and morality 
were also conducted within similar framework. For example, Baumgarten 
(1714-1762 - In Maude, 1974, p,145) proposes a division between the 
three forms of perfect (the Absolute), stating: "Beauty is the Perfect
(the Absolute) recognized through the senses; Truth is the Perfect 
perceived by Reason; Goodness is the Perfect reached by moral will". 
Thus, beauty is the object of aesthetic (sensuous knowledge), and
y
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truth is the object of logical knowledge. Related ideas reappear in a 
series of subsequent writings (Sulzer, 1720-1777; Mendelson, 1729-1786; 
Winckelmann, 1717-1767; Hutcheson, 1694-1747 - In.Maude, 1973). Through 
all the rather confusing expositions of the early theorists, in connec­
tion with beauty and morality, the suggestion seems to emerge that 
experiencing the perfection of beautiful form in art may sensitize 
one to perfection in other areas of human endeavour such as human 
conduct.
f
.The Relationship between Art and Morality within a Framework of the 
More Recent Literature on Aesthetics
It may be useful to mention that more recent literature on 
aesthetics allows attempts to relate aesthetic qualities of art work 
to morality only in a.rather roundabout way. First of all, at the 
present stage in the development of aesthetics, it is not an easy 
task even to define what is meant by aesthetic qualities. Berlyne 
(1976) contends that Vcom^on thread of agreement among scientists 
indicates that the aesthetic involves structure, i.e. a network of 
relations. He draws attention to the distinction between intrinsic 
and extrinsic relations. Intrinsic relations represent the properties 
of a stimulus generally refered to as "structure", the "form" or the 
"composition". Obviously, the intrinsic relations represent an 
important factor in the effectiveness of the work of art. However, 
Berlyne warns us about the importance of extrinsic relations which 
represent the relationships between the structure and the expectations 
of the spectator based on his memories and his life experiences. There
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îs Awareness of the difficulties in disentangling the effects of intrin­
sic from extrinsic relations, but, at least conceptually, only reactions 
to intrinsic relations are appropriately considered as aesthetic reac­
tions. Thus, according to Berlyne (1976), aesthetic reactions, or 
reactions to aesthetic aspects of stimuli, consist of the emotional 
effects of the structural properties of form.
Structural Properties of Form and their Arousal Potential Value.
 ;----
Berlyne (1960) points out that many aesthetic reactions consist of 
responses to the variables which he termed collative stimulus proper­
ties, one of which is simplicity-complexity. Other factors that 
contribute to aesthetic reactions are psychophysical variables such 
as color, intensity, and size, but also the association of different 
properties of form wifth the conditions that induce or relieve recog­
nized drives and emotions. Beauty is not usually referred to as a 
structural property, buj: when the literature on'tfeauty is examined 
the impression is obtained that beauty may represent the quality of 
form characterized by a particular combination of structural and/or 
psychophysical properties and the relationships among them which have
the potential to evoke the reaction of pleasure.
■ .
Berlyne (1960) suggests that aesthetic qualities of .f,orm play 
a role in aesthetic reactions due to their propensity to have either 
arousing or de-arousing influences. The knowledge of the nature of 
the relationship of different aesthetic qualities of form to arousal 
is still inexact. However, studies have been conducted on some formal 
properties, and some regularity in their relationships to arousal
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have been observed. One of the properties rather extensively studied 
was simplicity - complexity.
The Relationship of Simplicity - Complexity to Arousal
Simplicity - Complexity and Its Defining Properties. Simplicity -
V
0 Complexity is a multi-faceted variable which is studied from a variety 
of aspects. Concerning objective aspects of simplicity - complexity, 
it was shown t^ be dependent on eight logically distinct variables 
which had been revealing similar effects in diverse experimental find­
ings (Berlyne - In Hogg, 1969). These variables are: irregularity
of arrangement, heterogeneity of elements, amount of material, irre­
gularity of shape, the number of independent units, incongruity, 
asymmetry, and random distribution. The research concerning arousal 
potential of simplicity - complexity examined mainly the effects of 
•simplicity - complexity on the degree of arousal manifested in different 
physiological indices.
Physiological Réponses to Complexity. The most direct way of 
examining the relationship of complexity to arousal involves the 
. computation of different physiological indices of arousal, as subjects 
are attending to objects differing in the degree of complexity. Phy- 
,siological measures offer some indication that arousal is increased
with an increase in complexity. Thus, the findings with galvanic
%
skin response concerning skin resistance and skin potentiali (Berlyne, 
Craw, Salapatek & Lewis, 1963), reveal that increase in arousal is 
greater for more complèk than for less complex patterns, when a subject 
is specially motivated to attend. The findings with the electro- 
%
I       : ..... ..
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encephaîbgraph (Berlyne & Me Donnell, 1965) reveal the more complex 
patterns to be more arousing when they are presented for three 
seconds at a time, irrespective of the subject's motivation to attend. 
Hence, there seems to be some indication that complexity might have 
positive linear relationship to arousal.
Another property which has often been the subject of theorizing, 
but far less the subject of experimentation, is beauty.
The Relationship of Beauty to Arousal 
^   ^ Physiological Response to Beauty. Indices of arousal during or
after the exposure to beauty have not been frequently studied. .How­
ever, the study by dejong et. al. (de Jong, van den Bergh and de Jong,
1975) revea.led some physiological effects of beauty vs. uglinesë(^ ^ . 
They examined’whether stimuli consisting of beautiful vs. ugly colors 
as judged by human^subjects elicited differential responses regarding 
/ l^ eart rate, respiration rate, skin conductance, number of GSRs and 
eyb movement as an index of somatic activity. The findings revealed 
that there existed a response specificity to beautiful vs. ugly 
colors so that the responses to ugly stimuli showed stronger acti­
vation compared to the responses tç,beautiful stimuli. However, the 
response of heart rates was opposite to that general trend, showing 
deceleration in response to beautiful stimuli compared to a base 
line and showing no difference from the base line level when 
responding to ugly stimuli.
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Behavioral Response to Beauty. A somewhat less direct method of
studying indices-of arousal as a consequence of exposure to beauty.
also suggests that beauty may have a physiological as well as pSycho-
- logical effect. Thus, Maslow and Mintz (1955) had subjects rate
negative print photographs of faces'on a dimension of "fatigue -
energy” and "displeasure - w e l l - b e i n g ” in an "ugly", "average"
-or "beautiful" room. The results revealed that ratings on both
dimensions were significantly higher in a "beautiful” room than in
i
the other two rooms. Another study (Mintz, 1956) which involved 
ratings in prolonged one-hour sessions during'three weeks, showed 
that such effects could be of considerable duration. The ratings 
continued to be significantly higher in the "beautiful" than in 
the "ugly" room during all three weeks of testing. In addition, 
examiners testing the subjects were themselves observed to exhibit 
a reaction of monotony, fatigue, headache, sleep, discontent, irri­
tability, and hostility in the "ugly" room and an avoidance of the 
room altogether. To the contrary, when testing in the "beautiful" 
room the examiners expressed a feeling of comfort, pleasure, enjoyment, 
importance, energy, and a desire to continue their activity.
It seems, therefore, chat beauty vs. ugliness may have a series 
of physiological, psychological and behavioral effects. The degree 
of arousal, albeit not computed in this study, might have been 
directly responsible for 'behavioral reactions such as headache and 
avoidance of the room. However, it seems fhrom the Ss ratings of 
the photographs that at least to a certain extent the psychological 
reactions in terms of feeling pleasant vs. unpleasant might have been
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a mediating variable.
The Role of Arousal in Pleasure
Berlyne (1967) draws attention to evidence which shows that fluc­
tuations in arqusal afee related to a feeling of pleasure, reward, and 
satisfaction or to their opposites. More precisely, the findings 
indicate that pleasure comes from a mild increase in arousal (arousal 
boost) or from a reduction of an uncomfortably high level of arousal
(arousal jag) (Berlyne, 1967). These findings, however do not necess- 
\
arily lead to a single interpretation. One interpretation would 
suggest that the organism may find the change in the degree of arousal 
pleasurable in itself. Thus, there are views that man needs stimula­
tion and art is employed in fulfilling that need. AccoTOing to 
Peckham's book "Man's Rage for Chaos” (1965) art is ^basi\^$ly an 
activity in search for stimulation through novelty and diversity. 
Alternatively, man may find the particular degree of arousal plea­
surable and the change would represent only the means in achieving 
pleasure. Following the latter assumption, the structural properties 
of form would have the potential for inducing pleasure by causing 
fluctuation in arousal around some point which represents the optimum. 
The moderate arousal or the moderate intensity of stimuli was 
suggested as optimal at a time when experimental data did not yet 
exist to support it. Hence, Wundt (In Berlyne, 1971) presented the 
curve which captured the relation of stimulus intensity.to pleasure 
on the basis of his everyday experience and in the absence of any 
experimental findings,^, including those of introspection which was
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favoured at the time. Wundt’s curve is a somewhat lopsided, inverted 
U curve, which shows what is expected with respect to "pleasant - 
unpleasant" as the intensity of a stimulus rises. Below a certain 
level there will be no reaction. Then, as the intensity of the 
stimulus rises and as the arousal potential is raised above the 
absolute threshold, the stimulus is perceived as increasingly more 
rewarding, reaching a peak when the arousal potential is at a 
moderately high point. A further increase in arousal potential 
causes a decline in the positive value towards indifference (at the • 
base line), and with a further increase in arousal, the stimulus 
becomes increasingly more unpleasant, finishing with a gradual 
leveling off. The reduction of arousal is perceived as pleasant at 
this point.
The experimental findings that were to come indicated that the 
relationship of the stimulus intensity to the perceived stimulus 
pleasantness followed Wundt's curve. These findings were confirmed 
in experiments on non-aesthetic as well as aesthetic stimuli.
Berlyne (1971) discusses some earlier studies which all showed con­
sistent results. For example, when subjects were asked to dip their 
fingers in water at different temperatures and to make a judgement 
;Of pleasantness or unpleasantness (Lekhman, 1892), and when subjects 
were asked to judge the taste of water that contained different con­
centrations of salty, bitter, and sour substances (Engel, 1928), the 
findings followed Wundt's curve. In parallel manner, findings con­
cerning the psychophysical variables relating t^e intensity of the 
tones of chords to perceived stimulus pleasingness (Vitz, 1966a)
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and the intensity of auditory pitch to perceived pleasantness 
(Berlyne, McDonnell, Wicki, and Parham, 1967) both yielded an in­
verted U shaped curve. In the same vein, the relationship of the size 
of a circle to perceived liking (Martin, 1906) followed Wundt's curve. 
Obviously, all of these findings indicate that a stimulus of moderate 
intensity is preferred to one which is too faint or too intense.
The relevance of moderate intensity of stimuli for aesthetic 
pleasure has been discussed with regard to the role of measure in 
aesthetic objects. Fechner (1976) proposes the "Principle of the 
Aesthetic Mean" in which he states: "When an object of our contem­
plation undergoes random variation in size or shape, then all other 
things equal, the mean value seems to be preferred from the aesthetic 
point of view or appears with the character of predominant pleasing­
ness as the normal value in comparison with the others which accor­
ding to their degree of deviation from the mean can appear less 
pleasing or, if certain limits are exceeded, even displeasing" (In 
Berlyne, 1971, p.123-124). The quality of form which was often 
linked in aesthetic literature to "measure" or "harmony" was beauty.
The Relevance of Beauty for Pleasure
The Nature of Beautiful.- Beauty and Measure". The objective 
qualification of beauty i.e. the identification of attributes and 
of degrees in attributes which are responsible for the perception of 
form as beautiful, is not sufficiently researched as yet, despite 
numerous attempts to define beauty objectively. However, some kind 
of measure and agreeableness of parts in an object's form which would
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presume the fluctuations of arousal around an optimal moderate degree, 
are consistently cited as basic to'beauty. Thus, Plato states: ” .... 
in all things measure (metriotes) and proportion (symetria) constitute 
beauty as well as virtue" (In the Philebus - Berlyne, 1971, p.22).
Aristotle expresses essentially the same view, stating; . "A master of 
any art avoids excess and deficit but seeks the intermediate and 
chooses this" (In Berlyne, 1971, p.123). He considered the mathema­
tical basis for beauty to be order (taxis), quantitative fittingness 
(symetria) and completeness (horismenon) (In the Metaphysics - Berlyne, ^
1971, p221). Similar views reappear again and again in subsequent
theorizing about art and beauty.
I
In more recent literature, the belief that the essence of beauty 
consists in measure or balance of different formal properties is 
implicated in the two-sided theoretical positions on beauty which 
assume affect-arousing factors to combine with affect-moderating 
factors, thus resulting in the kind of psychological balance in the 
experiencing organism. Such an approach is exemplified in the asser­
tion by Baumgarten (1750), who claimed that "the richer and greater 
a thought is, the more correct, more vivid, more certain and more 
lively it is, the more beautiful it is" (Berlyne, 1971, p.125). Thus, 
his requirements for beauty were richness, greatness and liveliness on 
the one hand and correctness, vividness or clarity, and certainty cm 
the other hand. In contrast to the two-sided theoretical positions, 
one-sided theorists emphasize either arousal-increasing or arousal- 
moderating aspects of beauty, implicitly suggesting the change in the 
degree of arousal rather than the degree of arousal itself to be
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important. For example, Du Bois^( 1719 - In Berlyne, 1971), focusing 
upon the arousal-increasing aspects of beauty, believes that the aim 
of art is to remove boredom by stimulating feelings. Among the more 
recent theorists, Platt (1961) contends that the essential element for 
aesthetic enjoyment is "a pattern that contains the unexpected" (p.403).
A diametrically opposite view is found in explanations of theorists 
who see the essence of beauty to be arousal moderating potential. Such 
a view is exemplified in the conclusion of Lund and Anastasi (1928) w h o _ 
state that "typically, aesthetic feelings attend the realization of 
anticipated or expected reactions, and in no case do they appear apart 
from a certain preparedness in the reaction sequence " (p.448),
The research conducted in this area thus far offers some support 
to two-sided theories of beauty. A series of experiments (Berlyne & 
Boudewijns, 1971; Berlyne, 1972) was designed to measure the effects 
of "uniformity in variety" on hedonic judgement of visual patterns.
The inverted U-shaped function was obtained for the relationship between 
the number of differences and pleasingness or liking (Berlyne'& 
Boudewijns, 1971). The pleasingness or liking were maximal when-both 
similarities (arousal moderating factors) and contrasts (arousal ele­
vating factors) were present, or when differences (arousal elevating 
factors) were present in a moderate degree. Also, ratings on pleasingness 
showed a significant tendency to vary inversely with the number of 
differences in_ asymmetrical pattern, while an analogous significant 
trend was not observed for symetrical patterns (Berlyne, 1972). These 
findings suggest that the symmetry of a pattern had a compensating 
effect for added complexity by means of an increased number of
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differences. Another study showing the support for the two-sided 
theories, is conducted by Hubbell (1940 - In Berlyne, 1971), The sub­
jects were shown visual patterns and asked to change them until they 
become maximally "pleasing" and "good". Ninety-four percent of the 
changes involved adding features, thus making the patterns more com­
plex and therefore more arousing. However, new features were added
in such a way that there was achieved a greater "differentiation......
balance, unity, simplicity, and symmetry. T(iey emphasized natural 
subdivisions and regularities" (Berlyne, 1971, p.211), thus compensa­
ting for increased complexity due to added elements, by structure 
which had arousal moderating effects.
In summary, it may be concluded that, despite insufficient evi­
dence, the available research findings oppose one-sided view of beauty 
suggesting the importance of both the presence of arousal increasing 
and arousal moderating aspects of form in objects which are considered 
aesthetically "enjoyable" (Berlyne & Boudewijns, 1971) or aesthe­
tically "good" (Hubbell, 1940 - In Berlyne, 1971); both terms are 
generally equated with beautiful. It would seem, then, that rather 
than merely providing the opportunity for change in arousal, the 
potential of form to fluctuate the arousal around some moderate 
degree which is pleasurable may be the decisive factor in the per­
ception of form as beautiful. However, the question may be posed as 
to whether the objective quality of beauty is identical with the sub­
jective perception of pleasure or to what extent they overlap.
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Beautiful and Pleasing. Many authors have commented on the p X 3 ^  
surable qualities of beauty. Thus, Santayana (Langer, 1967, p.107) 
states: "Beauty is pleasure objectified." St. Thomas Aquinas
(Berlyne, 1971, p.75) defines as beautiful "these things that having
been seen, please." Hume states that "Pleasure and pain are not
necessary attendants of beauty and deformity, but constitute their 
very essence" (Berlyne, 1971, p.75). These are only a few similar 
statements relating beauty to pleasure. Evidently, among the 
aestheticians it was taken for granted that experiencing beauty is 
pleasurable. Research as to whether the beautiful pleases, is scarce. 
However, Valentine in his study on modern pictures, where he had 
subjects rate pictures on a seven point scale with respect to beauty 
and also with respect to pleasingness, found a correlation of 0.72 
between the ratings of pictures on these two dimensions. Also, in 
Valentine's study (Valentine, 1962, p.322) of the reactions^^cr-poetry' 
among university graduates, it was shown that the correla.rion between 
the ratings of poems with respect to beauty and pleasingness was 0.77, 
with the same order of the poems when rated on either dimension.
Remarks made by the subjects revealed that most people could see a 
difference between pleasingness and beauty. For the majority, however, 
(18-21 years of age) there was only a small difference in the rating 
on beauty and pleasingness and about half of the subjects rated them 
as identical. The remarks of subjects indicated that pleasing and 
beautiful were usually depicted together, while some other attributes 
such as interesting and amusing were frequently depicted in the 
absence of beautiful and pleasing. Following are some illustrative
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remarks: "Very displeasing and ugly yec extremely amusing; inter­
esting but rather displeasing; pleasing because of color effect, 
though the grotesque forms give it a certain ugliness, displeasing 
and ugly, yet very interesting; picture displeasing, shape and line 
ugly, but colors very pleasing, very curious and interesting; 
very displeasing and ugly yet arausing"(p.183-185).
In summary, Valentine's (1962) study seems to suggest that there 
is a strong connection between beauty and pleasingness as indicated 
by a fairly high correlation between the ratings on each dimension. 
However, the correlation, although high, is low enough to indicate 
that beauty and pleasingness are not perceived as identical. Con­
cerning the beauty of poems, the remarks of the subjects indicating 
that the poem might be pleasing without being beautiful but not ' 
vice-versa, suggest that beauty is a special case of pleasing, so that 
beautiful is always pleasing but pleasing is not always due to beauty.
In contrast to beauty which is generally assumed as pleasant, the 
relationship of complexity to pleasure is not so obvious. However, a 
number of studies examined this relationship by observing aesthetic 
preferences of stimuli differing in complexity.
The Relationship of Complexity to Pleasure
Simplicity - Complexity'and Aesthetic Preferences. Aesthetic 
preferences of simple vs. complex designs are studied by observing 
exploratory behavior and by computing aesthetic evaluations of 
stimuli differing in complexity. In exploratory behavior, a dis­
tinction, is made between exploratory duration and exploratory choice.
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The findings concerning the duration of exploration consistently 
revealed that more complex patterns were inspected longer (Berlyne,
1957, 1958a, 1958b; Smock & Holt, 1962; Berlyne & Lewis, 1953; Minton, 
1963; Berlyne & Lawrence, 1964; Clapp & Eichorn, 1965; Day, 1966).
The increase in exploration time, with increase in complexity, was 
observed in studies where complexity was manipulated in a variety 
of ways, such as increasing the angular variances of polygons (Brown 
& Lucas, 1966; Brown & O'Donhell, 1966), increasing the number of 
sides of the polygons (Day, 1968), and increasing the number of the 
polygons on the display field (Brown and O'Donnell, 1966; Brown & 
Gregory, 1968a). The looking times were similar in the laboratory 
and in the field situation (Murray and Brown, 1967). However, the 
data from research on exploratory choice is less clear cut, the 
preferences of simple vs. complex patterns being dependent on the 
duration of the prechoice exposure to a stimulus object. More simple 
patterns were preferred when subjects were exposed to them for three 
seconds or more (Boats, Miller and Spitz, 1963; Berlyne, 1963) or 
when the patterns went through progressive changes so that future 
configurations should have been easily anticipated (Kiekheben, 1966 - 
In Berlyne, 1971). On the other hand, when prechoice exposure to 
stimulus patterns was less fhan three seconds, for example when it was 
only 0.5 seconds (Berlyne, 1963), more complex patterns were chosen 
significantly more often. Berlyne (1963) suggests two motivational 
factors for choice behavior. One factor seems to be based on the 
search for information (specific exploration), and involves the choice 
of more complex and more interesting patterns, due to curiosity provoked
I (
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by a short time of prechoice exposure. Another factor seems to be
based on the search for pleasure (diversive exploration), and involves
more simple and more pleasing stimuli, which are chosen when prechoice
exposure is long enough to satisfy curiosity. Other research, however,
/
favored the hypothesis that the underlying motivation for choice be­
havior depends on the arousal potential of the pre-choice situation 
(Berlyne and Crozier, 1971), or even more likely, on the information 
processing demands of the pre-choice situation (Berlyne, 1971).
Pleasure aspect of complexity is more directly researched in studies 
on aesthetic evaluations. Aesthetic- evaluations are computed by verbal 
report where subjects are asked to indicate how "pleasing", "good" or 
"beautiful” the pattern is, or how much they "like" or "prefer" it.
The research findings on aesthetic evaluations suggest that the rela- 
>
tionship of aesthetic preferences to complexity, may be at least to a 
certain extent, dependent on the mode of presentation of stimuli 
(Walker, 1973). Early paired-comparison studies with Berlyne's 
patterns revealed that a more complex pattern was rated more inter­
esting, but less pleasing (Berlyne, 1953; Berlyne & Lawrence, 1964). 
Also, the polygon with more,sides was rated as more interesting but 
less pleasing (Day, 1968). However, the majority of studies involve 
the rank ordering of pictures according to aesthetic preferences, or 
rating of individual pictures according to the perception of their 
aesthetic value. Those studies revealed an inverted U shaped curve 
as a function of the relatÏBnship between complexity and pleasingness, 
suggesting the most pleasing patterns to be those of a moderate 
complexity. An inverted U shaped curve was obtained in the studies
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with diverse materials, such, as random combinations of line segments 
(Vitz, 1966b); pictures of the physical environment, and reproduction 
of nonrepresentational paintings (Wbhlwill, 1968); tone sequences 
differing in a number of frequences, duration and loudness (Vitz,
196^a); tone sequences with differing de^ees of redundance (Werbik, 
1969); black and white graphics (Walker, 1970) and with poems (Kamman, 
1966). Among the remaining versions in the relationship of complexity 
and the aesthetic preferences, the bimodal curve was found less often 
(Day, 1965 - In Berlyne, 1971; Terwilliger, 1963) and found even less
frequently was the curve with several peaks (Mussinger, Kessen &
Kessen, 1964; Day, 1967, 1968a).
The Relevance of Arousal and Pleasure for Morality
The research findings discussed thus far reveal a linear relation- . 
ship of complexity to arousal (Berlyne & Me Donell, 1963) and a 
curvilinear relationship of complexity to pleasure (Vitz, 1966b;
Walker, 1970). Further, the findings also reveal a linear relation­
ship of beauty to pleasure (Valentine, 1962) and more activation 
after the exposure to ugly than to beautiful stimuli (de Jong, van 
den Bergh and de Jong, 1975). At the same time, findings suggest 
the curvilinear relationship of arousal to pleasure (Vitz, 1966à), 
Consequently, it seems that when beauffy is related to arousal the 
dimension of beautiful - ugly would correspond to the dimension of 
moderate to high arousal. '
If the implications for morality of these findings are contemplated, 
it seems that such implications may be sought through the relevance of
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simplicity - complexity or beauty - ugliness' for the degree of arousal 
or the resultant pleasure vs. displeasure produced in the subject, and 
through the role of these psychological phenomena in the moods.which 
in turn would have short term effects on moral judgment, moral action, 
or both. However, there is room for speculation that repeated exposure 
to a pleasant experience may also have long-term effects contributing 
to the development of a more positively oriented or a more pleasant 
disposition, while repeated unpleasant experience might have an oppo­
site effect. Regarding short term effects, studies on generosity 
behaviors, apd helpfulness in particular, support such expectation 
revealing a promotive effect of positive mood's on these behaviors 
(Thompson, Cowan & Rosenhan, 1980; Rosenhan, Salovey & Hargis, 1981). 
The studies also show that the exposure to pleasantness of visual 
experience elevated positive moods sufficiently to increase help- 
fulness (Sherrod, Armstrong', Hewitt, Madonia, Speno & Teruya, 1977; 
Cunningham, 1979).
The theoretical considerat(ions and research findings discussed 
abovo#»suggest that there is a fàcilitative effect of positive affects 
and moods on helpfulness and also that highly beautiful and moderately 
complex patterns are pleasing. Therefore, it seems plausible to 
expect that the exposure to stimuli of visual art objects varying 
in complexity (high, medium and low) and beauty (high'vs. low) would 
influence subjective reactions of persons experiencing them, cogni-
/
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tlve and affective as well, and that these reactions would then mediate 
differential helpfulness responses. The objective of the present study 
is to demonstrate that willingness to help will be differentially af­
fected by simple, moderately complex and highly complex stimuli and .
r
by beautiful vs. ugly stimuli, and that these effects may be better 
understood by examining their relevance for the cognitive appraisal of 
stimuli and the moods and affects of the experiencing subject. More 
specifically, -it is hypothesized that moderately complex and highly 
beautiful Wbiniuli will influence positively the cognitive and affect­
ive responses and the moods of persons exposed to them, and will 
increase willingness to help, while extremely complex or ugly stimuli 
will have the opposite effect, with extremely simple stimuli standing 
in between.
s
Statement of the Hypotheses
f-
Consideration of the formerly presented theoretical formulations 
and experimental findings led to the hypotheses that ^s exposed to 
objects of visual art which vary in the degree of structural proper­
ties of form such as beauty (two levels of beauty) or complexity 
(three levels of complexity) will behave differently in their sub­
jective reactions to art, physiological as well as psychological; 
will also show differences in affective behaviors such as moods; and 
will differ in generosity measured as willingness to help.
Specifically:
1) The ^s exposed to highly beautiful stimuli, when compared to the
r “  ' ' ^
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exposed to stimuli of low beauty, will:
1. report less arousal.
2. report more pleasurable experience.
3. report more positive mood changes.
4. manifest more helpfulness.
2a) The ^s exposed to highly complex stimuli, when compared to the
^s exposed to stimuli of moderate or low complexity, will:
1. report more arousal.
2. report less pleasurable experience.
3. report less positive mood changes.
4. manifest less helpfulness.
b) The ^s exposed to moderately complex stimuli, when compared to
the ^s exposed to stimuli of low complexity, will:
1. report more arousal.
2. report more pleasurable experience.
3. report more positive mood changes.
4. manifest more helpfulness.
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CHAPTER II 
METHOD
Stimulus Selection Procedure
Subjects
The in the pretes^>-weTE— a~1ieterogeneous group of 150 male and 
female ^s: University students. High School students, office workers
and different other groups gathered at such places as classrooms, home ■ 
parties or office gatherings. The age range of S^ s was approximately 
16 to 55.
Apparatus and Experimental Setting
Pretesting of paintings was done in different settings such as 
classrooms, private houses, and offices. The apparatus consisted of 
a projector model Kodak Carousel custom 860H, made in Canada. Sixty 
stimulus paintings were selected from the sample of 250 paintings 
containing the works of Picasso, Dali, Miro, modern Canadian paintings 
and the Hermitage collection of modern French paintings, starting 
from the Pre-Impressionist period, and ending with the artistic trends 
which originated before World War I. The above sample of 250 paintings 
was chosen in an attempt to arrive at stimulus objects which would 
downplay the content, and would thus provide for more opportunity to 
observe the effect of structural properties of form.
31
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Testing Procedure
The Ss were gathered in groups and the slides of paintings were 
projected onto the screen, each painting remaining on the screen for 
15 seconds. Longer presentation time than 0.5 seconds was decided to 
be used in view of Berlyne's (1963) study which showed that less than
0.5 seconds was insufficient to satisfy curiosity. Fifteen seconds 
rating time was chosen as it was shown in the pilot study to be the 
optimal time for rating each of the paintings on the six presented 
dimensions. Each painting was rated by thirty ^ s . The rating was 
done on a seven point scale selected to represent three prior dimen­
sions. /Each dimension was represented by two bi-polar adjectives. The 
dimensions were as follows: Beauty (beautiful - ugly; pleasing -
displeasing); Complexity (complex - simple; complicated - plain) and 
Arousal (arousing - soothing; stimulating - calming). Based on 
Berlyne's (1960) definition, "complex - simple" and their conceptual 
counterparts "complicated - plain" are considered structural properties. 
However, "beautiful - ugly", based on the formerly presented literature 
and the fact that it is a property of the stimulus is also referred to 
as a structural or simply formal property. On the other hand, "arousing 
- soothing" and their conceptual counterparts "stimulating - calming", 
which represent the reactions of the ^  to a stimulus, are referred to 
as subjective reactions, affective reactions, or physiological reactions 
since they are manifested and can be measured by physiological indices. 
However, "pleasing - displeasing", despite the fact that it is the 
conceptual counterpart of "beautiful - ugly", seems to be more the 
reaction of the S than a property of the stimulus but at the same
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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time it is not directly measurable by physiological indices, and is 
thus referred to as the affective dimension or simply the subjective 
reaction.
Pretest Data Analyses and the Construction of Independent Variables
The main concern of pre-experimental data analyses was to choose 
paintings appropriate to represent experimental stimuli in accordance 
with the conceptual definition of the experimental hypotheses. In 
order to tackle the meaning of rated dimensions for the ^s, the 
ratings of paintings were analyzed by computing correlations betwebn 
six aesthetic dimensions using SAS procedure CORK. In addition to
the computation .of correlations, a principal component analysis
rotated to Varimax solutions was performed on all six dimensions, 
using SAS procedure FACTOR. Table I presents Pearson correlation 
coefficients and factor analysis for all of. the six aesthetic dimen­
sions.
The findings in correlation analysis indicate that the pairs of
adjectives hypothesized to represent the dimensions of Beauty
("beautiful - ugly"and"pleasing - displeasing"; r = .99), Complexity 
("complex,- simple"and"complicated - plain"; r = .97) and Arousingness 
("arousing - soothing"and"stimulating - calming"; r =-.97) correlated 
highly, and thus showed that they did in fact represent conceptually 
identical dimensions to the ^s. The relationship between adjectives 
representing different conceptual dimensions was also examined. This 
was done in order to verify whether the obtained correlations corres­
ponded to the expectations derived from the literature, which dealt
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with the relationship of beauty and complexity among themselves and 
to arousal. Table 1 revealed that the two scales that represented 
each independent variable did not correlate significantly among 
themselves. Thus, both "complex - simple" and "complicated - plain" 
showed low, non-significant, although positive correlations with 
"beautiful - ugly" ("complex - simple" r = .13; "complicated - plain" 
r = .09) and "pleasing - displeasing" ("complex - simple", r = .14; 
"complicated-plain", r = .10). On the other hand, the two variables 
to be used as independent variables differed in their relationship 
to the two arousal identifying dimensions. Hence, both Complexity 
dimensions showed somewhat above the average and thus significant 
positive correlations with "arousing - soothing" ("complex - simple", 
r = .60; "complicated - plain'!, r = .61) and "stimulating - calming" 
("complex - simple", r = .59;"complicated - plain", r r' .60): How­
ever, of all the negative correlations for two beauty-representing 
dimensions with the .arousal-identifying variables only the correla­
tion of'beautiful”with stimulating*'reached significance (r =-.20).
The results of factor analyses presented also in Table 1 show 
that the six rated dimensions may be conceptualized as only two more 
abstract dimensions. The two factors that emerge reveal that 
"beautiful - ugly" and "pleasing - displeasing" clearly distinguished 
from the other four dimensions, were highly loaded on the second 
fact,or identified as a Gratification factor. The first factor, 
however, was identified as an Enhancement Factor, and was defined by 
high loadings on "complex-simple","complicated - plain","arousing - 
soothing" and "stimulating - calming" scales.
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Ÿ ’
Having dealt with the conceptual definition of six aesthetic 
dimensions, the mean scores for each painting were computed on the 
two single scales, Beauty and Complexity which were relevant to the 
hypotheses. Their scores served as independent variables. Two levels 
of Beauty and three levels of Complexity were combined into six 
experimental conditiorte. Ten paintings were chosen as stimulus 
objects to be presented in each experimental condition. In order to 
produce an array of stimuli for each level of Beauty and Complexity, 
the mean scores on those two dimensions for each painting were ranked, 
and stimuli representing two levels of Beauty (high and low) and three 
levels of Complexity (high, medium, and low) were chosen as follows:
1. Teh paintings with the highest ranking on both Complexity and 
Beauty. ' . • • /■''
2. Ten paintings witj^  ^the lowest ranking on both Complexity and 
Beauty.
3. Ten paintings with the highest ranking on Complexity but the 
lowest ranking on Beauty.
4. Ten paintings with the lowest ranking on Complexity but the 
highest ranking on Beauty.
5. Ten paintings with moderate ranking fan Complexity but the 
highest ranking on Beauty.
6. Ten paintings with moderate ranking on Complexity but the lowest 
ranking on Beauty.
Table 2 presents the means for ratings on Beauty and Complexity 
of the ten paintings chosen for each experimental condition. The 
range of scores for the stimuli belonging to the same condition were
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chosen in such a way as to achieve maximal resemblance; the differences 
between scores of stimuli belonging to different conditions were chosen 
so as to maximally discriminate among them.
Experimental Procedure
Subjects
The _Ss were a homogenous group of 140 University students. A 
hundr<ed and twenty ^s participated in the six experimental groups.
20 ^s per group, and 20 ^s participated in the control group. All the 
^s in eatÿi experimental condition and in the control group were females
in order to control for a sex effect.
The Dependent Variables
The dependent variables consisted of four measures of altruistic 
behavior demonstrated as a willingness to help. In order to assess 
Che effects of independent variables on moral indices chosen for Che 
study, each ^  in each condition was presented with Che following 
material:
1. Willingness to help was tested by four stories whidh presented
different versions of a need to help. Each story was accompanied 
by a questionnaire on which the ^s answered questions concerning 
their willingness to help in the situation described by each 
respective story. (The copies of all four stories are presented 
in Appendix I). In addition, the fourth story, which asked for
immediate help, was accompanied with material needed in the task
of helping. The material consisted of slips of papers placed in
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;
the box on the table. On each slip there was a name and a phone number
of one alledged future S. The names were to be written into the note
book which was placed open on the table.
The sources of helpfulness stories were as follows:
a) Request 2: Rather extensively transformed ad by "Remember It” -
Express Film Service, Inc., Toronto 116. The ad appeared under the
title "Pride", in Readers Digest,. June, 1972, p.l04.
b) Request 3: Somewhat transformed ad by "Cancer Can Be Beaten" - 
Canadian Cancer Society. The ad appeared under the title "Knock 
Knock. Guess Who" in Readers Digest, June, 1972, p.104.
c) Request 1, and Request 4: These two helpfulness stories are self
created taking into consideration the kind of testing material
used in the research on the influence of affect on helpfulness
(Aderman, 1972; Rosenhan, Salovey, and Hergis, 1981), the con­
vincingness of requests, and the range of difficulty that certain
helpfulness behaviors might present for the ^s.
* *
Some comments may be useful concerning the character of help and 
the way help is requested in each of four helpfulness stories. The 
four helpfulness stories differed from each other in the following 
characteristics:
a) the degree of commitment,
b) the kind of task asked for,
c) the style of presenting the requests,
d) the objects of help - experimenter vs. other people.
With respect to the degree of commitment, the stories involve: one
dtcasion of help (Story 1), several occasions of help (Story 2 ),
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longer cerm repeated help (Story 3), and immediate help (Story 4). 
Concerning the kind of task, the stories may be characterized as 
follows; a rather simple task with material which may also be regarded 
as art (Story 1), more complex work with material belonging to either 
art or communication areas (Story 2), emotionally straining work 
involving health (Story 3), simple and routine work which is likely 
to generate boredom and, if taken in greater quantity, requires self 
discipline (Story 4). Regarding the style of presenting requests, 
the stories may be seen as follows: cut and dried request for one
occasion of help (Story 1), a cut and dried request for immediate 
help (Story 4), an emotional request for help on a happy occasion 
(Story 2), an emotional request for help in an unhappy or tragic 
occasion (Story 3). With respect to the objects of helping the 
Story 1 and Story 4 involve the experimenter, so that a cut and dried 
request for help is contradicted by the presence of the person who 
asks for help. The second and third story, however, involve other 
people.
/Apparatus
The apparatus consisted of g-^^ojector model Kodak Carousel custom 
860 H, Canada. The slides of the paintings that served as stimulus 
objects, were inserted and projected onto the screen of the size 
4 x 4  feet.
Testing material consisted of:
1. The stimulus objects of 60 sl^es, 10 per experimental condition, 
which were described in the preceeding section (See Appendix J).
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2. Carton boards and slips of plastics with stickers which contained 
the rows of numbers. This material was used as a neutral task 
given to control group ^s as a substitute for the presentation of 
paintings (See Appendix K ) .
3. A demographic questionnaire on which the ^s gave some information 
about themselves (See Appendix E).
4. The Nowlis’ Mood Adjective checklist - a 33 item version (Nowlis,
In Tomkins & Izard, 1965, p.356) administered twice (See Appendix 
F ) .
5. A questionnaire on which the ^s rated each individual .painting on 
a seven point scale with respect to the six dimensions used in 
the pretest ( ^ e  Appendix G).
6. Summary rating sheets on which the ^s in experimental groups rated 
their impression of the paintings as a set, a^d the in the 
control g r c %  rated their perception of the task they were doing
. (Sample of the task is presented in Appendix H). Rating sheets
contained six scales corresponding closely but not exactly to the 
scales for individual- paintings. The rating dimensions were chosen 
so as to provide for the assessment of overall experience and 
consisted of two arousal identifying or physiological variables 
and four affective variables.
.
Experimental Setting and Testing Procedure
The experimental design was an independent group design. There
were six experimental conditions and one control group. In each
k *
condition and also in the control group there were twenty Ss. Each
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2  was individually tested. The testing was done in the laboratory of 
the Psychology Department at the University of Windsor. The laboratory 
consisted of two rooms. One room served as an experimental room while 
the other room served as an observation room and the reception room. 
(^^^^y%re^bservation room was 14 x 11 foot room with the window in front,
and a one-way mirror on the wall adjoining the experimental room. Next 
to the window there was a table with two chairs. Testing material 
was distributed on the shelf next to the window. The reception or the 
observation room was used by the experimenter to greet the S prior to 
the experiment and to observe the behavior of the S during the experi- . 
ment. The observation of ^  was done in order to assess the appropriate 
moment for entering the experimental room and presenting the paintings 
and in order to determine the moment when the ^  was ready to terminate 
the experiment. The experimental room was an 18 x 14 foot poom with 
■shades on the windows almost completely down in order to provide suffi­
cient darkness for the presentation of slides. The shade of the side 
^ i n d o w  was only slightly pulled up to allow visibility for rating the 
slides. Four feet from this window, at the wall adjoining the obser­
vation room, the table with a projector was positioned next to the one­
way mirror. Five feet to the left of this table and four feet in 
front another table was positioned at the side-u<a3/i of the
room. This table was used as a testing\table, arid testing material 
was arranged' on the table before the appearance of each The chair 
for the ^  was {positioned at the table in such a way that ^  was facing 
the screen which was -placed opposite the ^'s table at a distance of 
10 feet.
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The experimental procedure started by the experimenter greeting
the ^  at the door of the ^observation room and leading her into the
\
observation room for identification. Then the ^  was led into .the 
experimental room where the experimenter turned the lights on and 
had the ^  seated at the testing table. (The greeting procedure is 
described in Appendix B ) . The ^  was given all the instructions in 
advance (The instruction given to experimental ^s are presented in 
Appendix C and instructions, given to control group Ss are shown in 
Appendix D). Having given the instructions, the experimenter left 
the experimental room and returned- only after noticing, through the 
one way mirror, that the ^s had completed the pre-treatment ques­
tionnaires. In the pre-treatment situation, the ^s were filling 
out demographic questionnaire and after 'that, the Mood Adjective Check 
List on which they rated their own mood before the experimental pro­
cedure had started. The rating of the initial mood was done in order 
to compare it with the mood of the ^s after the presentation of the 
stimulus objects so that the impact of the presented stimuli on the 
affective state of the ^s could be assessed. Having noticed through 
the one way mirror that the had finished the pretreatment question­
naire, the experimenter returned, turned the lights off and presented 
the ten paintings. The presentation of each painting lasted, as "in 
pretest, fifteen seconds. As they were presented with the ten 
stimulus paintings, the rated each painting on the same dimensions 
that were used in the pretest. After rating each painting, the ^s 
were again presented with all the paintings, each painting being 
observed for five seconds. This was done in order to obtain a
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cumulative impression which was reported in a summary rating sheet.
After a ^  had completed the ratings of individual paintings and was
exposed to the second observation of the paintings, the experimenter
left the experimental room, turning the lights back on, and leaving
(
the ^  alone to complete the post treatment questionnaires. In the 
post-treatment situation, the ^  completed the summary ratings of 
the experience with paintings and the list of mood adjectives, identi­
cal to the list rated in the pretreatment. The second rating of 
moods was done with the purpose of assessing any possible change due 
to treatment. After finishing their mood ratings, each S in each 
condition read the helpfulness stories and responded to their re­
quests. The _Ss were allowed to finish the pdst-treatment question­
naires, and to terminate the experimental situation at their own dis­
cretion. When indications were observed through a one-way mirror 
that the ^  had terminated the work in the experiment, the experimenter 
appeared again and led the ^  into the ureception room offering addi­
tional explanation to the ^  about the experiment and answering 
questions posed by the At this point, the ^  was thanked and es­
corted from the reception room (See Appendix L).
The 20 ^s in the control group were treated in an identical manner 
to the ^s in the experimental groups, except for the absence of the 
presentation of paintings. Instead, the ^s in the control group 
spent ten minutes working on a neutral task. Ten minutes was the 
average time for the presentation of the paintings. The time was 
measured by the experimenter, who entered the experimental room after 
the S had completed the pretreatment questionnaires and was present
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in the room writing at the table where the projector was placed while 
the ^  was working at the task. This was done to assure the uniformity 
of the control grofip situation with the experimental situation to as 
great a degree as possible. The task for the control group Ss con­
sisted of a rather simple, routine job involving sticking the labels 
on carton boards in a particular order suitable for later use in 
labeling wires in an electrical panel building (A sample of the task 
is presented in Appendix K ) . This task was chosen due to the fact 
that it was emotionally neutral, easy to explain and execute, and 
involved very little material. Having worked for ten minutes, the 
^  was left alone to complete the post-treatment questionnaires. Ana­
logous to the ^s in experimental groups who rated their experience 
with the paintings as a set on summary sheets, the ^s in the control 
group rated their experience with the task they had done on the same 
summary sheets. They also completed second mood questionnaires and 
responded to helpfulness stories.
Statistical Treatment of the Experimental Data
The analyses of the experimental data consisted of 1) the 
verification of the soundness of the assumptions which served as the 
basis for the experimental arrangement, and 2) the examination of the 
effects of the experimental manipulations. The following SAS statis­
tical analyses were used:
1) The procedures MEANS and MANOVA were used in analyzing tlje appropri­
ateness of experimental assumptions..
2) The procedures CORK and FACTOR were used in analyzing the conceptua-
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lizations of dimensions used in individual ratings of paintings and 
the mood ratings.
The procedure MANOVA and ANOVA were used in analyzing the indivi­
dual ratings of paintings, the- summary ratings of paintings, and 
the mood ratings, when treated as dependent variables; the effects 
of Beauty and Complexity upon these variables were examined.
4) The procedures CORR,. ANOVA end FREQ were used in analyzing the 
helpfulness responses.
/
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CHAPTER III 
RESULTS
The Verification of Assumptions 
Underlying Experimental Design 
The first step in analyzing the experimental data was the examina­
tion of the soundness of the assumptions on which the experimental 
manipulations were built. Hence, the attempt was made to verify whe­
ther, regarding the independent variables, the experimental stimuli 
were indeed perceived by the experimental ^s in line with the assump­
tions based on pre-test ratings. With this intention, a comparison 
^ was made of ratings on the dimensions representing independent varia­
bles by ^s in the experiment with ratings on the same dimensions by 
the ^s in the pre-test.
The Perception of Independent Variables
The mean scores presented irl^ppendix M and the analyses of vari­
ance shown in Table 3 and Table 3a revealed that the independent vari­
ables Beauty and Complexity, chosen on the basis of the pre-test, were 
mainly perceived in the same way during the experiment proper. The 
results of two way analyses of variance show that the effects of 
Beauty and Complexity upon subjects' ratings of the stimuli on the 
scales "beautiful - ugly" and "complex - simple" are overwhelmingly 
significant (p<.0001 for each). Thus pictures selected as high on 
beauty (X - 4.87), compared to t^ose selected as less beautiful
48
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TABLE 3
Summary of Analyses of Variance Giving the Effects upon 
Ratings of Individual Paintings on Structural Aesthetic 
Dimensions, Used as Independent Variables.
Va r iables
Source of Variation
y^&^^uty (A)
Complexity ' (B )
A X B
Complex 
- S impie
Beautiful 
- Ugly
F P F P
9.36 .0003 15 3 .68 . 0001
12.90 .0001 - -
5.19 .01 — _
Note: For the analyses of variance only the effects
significant beyond p<.05 are reported. Individual 
dimensions were tested with 1 and 118 df.
49
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T A B L E  3 a
M e a n s  for S i g n i f i c a n t  Eff-ects for S t r u c t u r a l  D i m e n s i o n s  
Us ed in I n d i v i d u a l  R a t i n g ^  of P a i n t i n g s
Var ia bl e s
S o u r c e  of V a r i a t i o n
. /
C o m p l e x  
- S i m p l e  ^
B e a u t i f u l
-U gly
B e a u t y High 3.83 ‘ 4.87
L o w 4.26 3.28
C o m p l e x i t y High 4. 5 4 A
M o d e r a t e . 3.89B
L ow 3. 71B
B e a u t y  X C o m p l e x i t y
H igh H igh 4 . 19BC
H igh M o d e r a t e 3 .490
Hig h L ow . 3 . 82CD
Low Hig h 4 . 9 0 A
L ow M o d e r a t e 4.28B
L o w L ow 3 . 6 1 0
Noté: For v a r i a b l e  w h e r e  s i g n i f i c a n t  e f f e c t s  are o b s e r v e d ,
the m e a n s  that are not s i g n i f i c a n t l y  d i f f e r e n t  at 
.05 l e v e l  of s i g n i f i c a n c e  on W a l l e r - D u n c a n  K - r a t i o  
T test, or on D u n c a n  M u l t i p l e  R a n g e  test, are d e s ­
i g n a t e d  by thé same s u p e r s c r i p t .
50
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(X = 3.28), and pictures selected as more complex, compared to those 
selected as less complex, were so perceived. However, there was one 
exception regarding the degree of difference: while paintings assigned
to the highly complex category (X - 4.54) differed significantly from 
both moderate (X = 3.89) and low (X = 3.71) complexity groups, the 
difference between the two latter groups falls short of being signifi-^ 
cant. Also, there were two results not anticipated from pre-test 
results. First, Beauty had a strong effect (p-*^.0003) on "complex - 
simple" such that more beautiful paintings were seen as more simple 
(X = 3.82) -while those less beautiful were seen more complex (X = 4.26). 
Second, there was a significant interaction effect upon "complex - 
simple" (p<.01) such that for pictures low in beauty, rated complexity 
increased in linear fashion from low to moderate to high a priori complexity 
(X = 3.61; X = 4.28; X 4.90) and all three groups differed si^prfT&antly 
from each other. However, for pictures high in beauty, rated complexity 
did not increase in the expected linear fashion. Regarding high beauty 
groups, the high a priori complexity pictures were higher in complexity 
(X = 4.19) than the two lower complexity groups, but the lowest fated 
complexity was found in the moderate a priori complexity group (X =
3.49), while the a priori low complexity group was actually rated 
somewhat higher (X - 3.82). Thus, the only significant difference 
emerges between high and moderate complexity. These effects will be 
further clarified in Table 12 below. For the present, the reader 
must be cautioned to keep in mind the unforseen relationships when 
interpreting results for Beauty and, especially. Complexity.
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Analyses of the Effects of Experimental 
Manipulations
Major Analyses
The effects of experimental manipulations involved the influences 
of variations in the degree of independent variables, as well as the 
contrasts between art groups and the no-art or control group. The 
analyses proceeded in four major steps, as follows:
1. The ^ s ' perceptions of the dimensions rated in average, summary and 
mood questionnaires were examined.
2. The differences between the experimental groups as a unit and the 
control group were computed. * •
3. The differences between different experimental conditions, including 
the control group, were assessed. These first two steps involved 
the influences of beauty, complexity and no-art upon the subjective 
reactions of the ^s, physiological as well as psychological, re­
ported in average and summary ratings of affective dimensions;
and upon moods reported by the ^s in the MACL questionnaires.
4. The effects of the independent variables upon helpfulness, con­
sisting of responses to four help requesting stories, were,
examiii^d./
5. The relationships between the helpfulness responses and the 
responses to the questionnaires were examined.
\
Perception of Experimental Situations and Affective Reactions to Them
An attempt was first made to understand how the ^s in the experiment 
conceptualized particular aesthetic and affective variables, and how
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they related them to other variables. Consequently, the ratings o£ 
variables used in each questionnaire were related among themselves 
and then the ratings in different questionnaires were compared.
Perceptions of Dimensions in Average Ratings. Besides "beautiful 
ugly", "complex - simple" and "complicated - plain" on which struc­
tural properties of individual paintings were rated, the individual 
paintings were also assessed on the following three subjective 
reaction diraepsions; "arousing - soothing", "stimulating - calming" 
and "pleasing - displeasing". The conceptual definition of the 
dimensions used in the individual ratings of paintings was tackled 
in such a way that average ratings per 2  of each set of ten paintings 
were computed on all six dimensions which were then correlated with 
each ocher and submitted to Principal component analyses rotated to 
Varimax solutions.
From Table 4 it can be noted that the results from the principal 
component analyses and cbrrelation analyses were in agreement with 
the results in the pre-test. The principal component analyses re­
vealed two factors. As in the pretest, the first factor was identi­
fied as an Enhancement and was characterized with high loadings on 
two complexity related dimensions that is "complex - simple" and 
"complicated - plain", and two arousal identifying dimensions namely 
"arousing - soothing" and "stimulating - calming". The second factor 
identified as Gratification was distinguished by high loadings on 
two beauty related dimensions namely "beautiful - ugly" and "pleasing 
- displeasing". The findings from correlation analyses showed that 
correlations between pairs of adjectives hypothesized to represent
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the same dimensions that is beauty (r = .90), complexity (r = .86) 
and arousal (r = .69) were again sufficiently high- to justify the 
assumption. ■ The nonsignificant correlations between variables 
manipulated in the experiment were also confirmed. The relationship 
/ between Enhancement factor scales representing complexity and arousal
are similar to the pre-test, showing moderate and thus significant 
positive correlations for both "complex - simple" and "complicated - 
plain" with both "arousing - soothing" (r = .40; r = .46) and 
"stimulating - calming" (r = .41; r = .45). Notice a’lso that the 
negative relation between measures of Arousal ("arousing - soothing" 
and "stimulating - calming") and Gratification factor scales ("pleasing 
- displeasing" and "beautiful - ugly") is confirmed. Specifically, 
tljis time both of the relevant correlations for "beautiful - ugly"
(r =-.20 and r = -.25) are significant at the .05 level while those
* ^ 
for "pleasing - displeasing" are also negative but do not attain signi­
ficance.
Perception of Dimensions Used in Summary Ratings. In addition to 
individual ratings of paintings, the subjective reaction adjectives also 
appeared in the summary rating questionnaire. In summary ratings the 
^s in the experimental groups rated their experience with the paintings 
as a set upon the second presentation of the paintings. In a parallel 
manner, the ^s in the control group assessed their experience with the 
task they had done upon completion of it. Analogous to the indivi- 
dual ratings, the sumi^ry ratings were also assessed on the six 
adjective dimensions,( but the adjectives were chosen so as to provide 
for the assessment of the experience as a whole.
1
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■
■ In order to tackle the conceptual definition of the summary adjec­
tive dimensions by the ^s, the relationships between six adjective 
dimensions were computed by correlation analyses and principal com­
ponent analyses on the ratings- of all Ss, experimental and control 
alike. Table 5‘ presents the results 'of the correla.tion and the factor 
analyses. It may be noted that'principal component analyses rotated 
to Varimax solutions resulted in two factors. Factor 1, Identified 
as an Attraction factor, was marked by high loading on "pleasant - 
unpleasant", licijeerful - depressing", "inspiring - uninspiring" 
and "intere.açirig - boring". Factor 2, identified as Stimulation factor, 
was marked by high loadings on "arousing - soothing" .and "stimulating ^  
- c'aljning" and moderated loadings on "inspiring - uninspiring" and 
"interesting - boring"; Correlations cluster so as to confirm the 
factors. However, the high correlation of "interesting - boring" 
with "inspiring - uninspiring** (r = .76) and of "pleasant - unpleasant" 
'-f-with "cheerful - depressing"-(r = .59) may be noted. Also, attention 
may be given to the moderate but significant positive correlations- 
betwe^h^variables which identified different .factors, namely the 
"inspiring - uninspiring" with "arousing - soothing" (r = .34)* and 
"stimulating - calming" (r = .38); and for "interesting - boring" 
with also "arousing - soothing" (r = .31) and "stimulating - calming"
 ^(r “ .38). It seems as if\(e are with two major clusters
of correlations, one corresponi^rigiJH 
identified by the four scales which ^
to Che Stimulation factor and identified by the four scales which
CBttraction factor and 
e -it, the other corresponding
jiave loadings of .37 or higher on that factor, with two arousal
*
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related variables clearly outstanding (*90 for each). The strong 
relationship between "interesting - boring" and the "inspiring - 
uninspiring" seems to serve as the link-pin between the two clusters.
\  The Relationship between Average and Summary Ratings. In order to
/ v"'
compare the conceptual definitions of the six dlmeijsions used in the in­
dividual ratings of paintings to the conceptual def^^^^lcns of the dimen­
sions used in the summary ratings, correlation analyse^of all the sum-
V
mary dimensions and their factors with all the average rating dimensions 
and their factors were performed for the experimental ^s only. Table 6 
presents the summary of the results from these analyses. Table 6 shows > 
that the Enhancement and Gratification factors based on the average ratings 
correlated significantly with the summary rating factors of Stimulation 
and Attraction respectively (r=.42; r=.69). Correlations of individual 
scales with each other and with factors confirm the correspondence be­
tween the factors, with the exception of "complex - simple" and 
"complicated - plain" which showed barely significant correlations with 
the Stimulation factor (r=.22; r=.23)’*and no correlations with its ident­
ifying dimensions except for "complicated - plain" with "stimulating 
•calming" (r=.20). It seems that the descriptors employed in the summary 
ratings do not involve the Complexity dimension to any important extent. 
Rather it is the "arousing - soothing" and "stimulating - calming" scales, 
occuring in both average and summary ratings that represent aspects of the 
Enhancement factor which account for the moderate relationship between 
the Enhancement and Stimulation factors (r=.42). Alternatively, the 
strong relationship between Gratification (average ratings) and Attac- 
tion (summary ratings) factors (r=.69) is confirmed by the high correlations
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of all individual diitensions with corresponding factors and with their
identifying dimensions. Of particular note are the relatively large
correlations of "beautiful - ugly" and "pleasing - displeasing" with 
» <
their summary rating counterparts. Evidently, the more people rated
individual pictures as beautiful and pleasing, the more pleasant
(r = .71; r = .69) and cheerful (r = .58; r = .56) and to a somewhat
lesser extent inspiring (r = .43; r = .42) and interesting (r = .42;
r = .38) they found the entire experience. Finally, the small but
significant negative correlations of "pleasant - unpleasant" of
summary ratings with "stimulating - calming" (r = -.26) and. "arousing'-
soothing" (r = -.25) of,average ratings may be remarked. Perceiving
individual pictures as soothing and calming seems to have made the
total experience more pleasant for people. However, the low yet
significant correlation of individual ratings on "beautiful - ugly"
with the Stimulation factor of the summary ratings (r = -.20), which
is not paralleled by significant correlations with its identifying
dimensions, still gives some indication that the perception of paintings
as more beautiful made the total experience less stimulating.
The Pattern of Mood Changes Assessed by MACL. The chapges in moods
from pre-treatment to post-treament were examined by subtracting the
pre-treatment moods from post-treatment moods for each S. The way
that the 33 individual mood change variables related to each other was
computed by correlation analyses. The manner in which these dimensions
clustered together, forming higher, more abstract dimensions which
\
underlined the pattern of mood changes, was analyzed by principal 
component analyses rotated to Varimax solutions. A summary of the
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principal component analyses on the changes in moods is presented in 
Table 7. The analyses revealed the following 11 factors: Factor 1
(Elation); Factor 2 (Vigor); Factor 3 (Fatigue); Factor 4 (Egotism); 
Factor 5 (Aggression); Factor 6 (Anxiety); Factor 7 (Concentration); 
Factor 8 (Skepticism); Factor 9 (Uncertainty); Factor 10 (Tension); 
Factor 11 (Attentiveness).
The observation of Table 7 shows that the pattern of factors of 
mood changes was characterized by less abstract but clearly defined 
dimensions, although the first two factors differed from the rest in 
this* sense, being more abstract. The first factor covered both Ela-
V
tion and Social'Affection categories as defined by Nowlis (1965) and 
the second factor incorporated all variables from the Vigor category 
and one variable from the Surgency category. The third (Fatigue) and 
the fourth (Egotism) factors were still more abstract than the rest, 
which were identified with only two or even one variable. At the 
same time, certain categories as defined by Nowlis (1965) were upheld 
in these analyses, while variables from other categories were dispersed 
among several factors. Thus, for example. Factor 3 incorporated all 
of the Fatigue variables as defined by Nowlis (1965) while variables 
from the Sadness category were dispersed among Factor 4 (Egotism), ' 
Factor 5 (Aggression) and Factor 10 (Tension). Finally, Table 7 reveals 
that the greatest percentage of variance for mood changes was explained 
by the Elation variables (16.56%), the second by Vigor (8.45%), the 
third by Fatigue (6.77%), the fourth by Egotism (5.97%) and the fifth 
by the Aggression variables (5.61%).
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The Relationship between Mood Changes and Both Average and Summary 
Ratings. The relationship between changes in mood during the experiment 
and subjects' ratings of both the individual pictures and the whole 
situation are examined by correlation analyses. Table 8 presents corre­
lations for both average ratings and summary ratings with the 11 mood
r'
change factors, and significant and close to significant correlations 
with 33 individual mood change scales. In interpreting these relatiijn^ 
ships it is useful to keep in mind the strong positive relationship 
between
a) the Gratification factor and the two average rating scales 
("beautiful - ugly" and "pleasing - displeasing") which define it, and
b) the Attraction factor and the four summary rating scales which de­
fine it ("pleasant - unpleasant","cheerful - depressing", "inspiring - 
uninspiring" and "interesting - boring"). We may think of these two 
factors as Evaluation factors (Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum, 1957) and 
the scales which define them as Evaluation scales.
From Table 8 it is interesting to note that mood change factors are
significantly correlated only with evaluation rating scales. There were
:
simply no interesting relationships between mood change factors and 
scales measuring arousal or complexity. Moreover, of the 11 mood change 
factors only two. Elation and Aggression, are related to scales, with 
the sole exception of the barely significant ( r = .20) correlation 
between Vigor and "inspiring - uninspiring", which also shows signifi­
cant positive correlations ^ith two individual Vigor scales, that is 
with "playful" (r = .26) and "vigorous" (r - .20). Elation appears to 
be a mood counterpart of Evaluation scales. Positive mood changes
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observed for Elation variables towards a feeling of greater well being 
during the experiment were associated with more positive evaluations of 
individual pictures (on the average) and with more positive evaluations 
of the total rating experience. For example we see that of the nine 
individual mood change variables which define the Elation factor, 
seven are positively correlated with each of the two summary rating 
scales, "pleasant - unpleasant" and "interesting - boring", six are 
positively correlated with the average rating scale, "pleasing - 
displeasing", and four are positively correlated with the summary 
scale, "cheerful - depressing". Among the evaluation scales, the 
lowest contribution to Elation comes from "beautiful - ugly" which 
is associated with only one elation scale, that is with a change in 
feeling pleased and is the only evaluation scale not significantly 
associated with the Elation factor. Overall, 24 positive correla­
tions of Evaluation scales with mood changes account for 65% of the 37 
significant correlations between mood change variables and rating 
scales shown in Table 8. Nevertheless, the relationship between 
Elation and the evaluation factors resulting from the scales is not 
a strong one. No significant correlations exceed .45 and most are 
less chan .30.
The mood change factor. Aggression, is significantly negatively 
correlated with five evaluation scales, "inspiring - uninspiring" 
being the only exception. From an inspection of Table 8 we see that 
four of the remaining nine significant correlations of evaluation 
scales not involving the Elation factor are negative correlations for 
mood change variables defining Aggression. There are two for "defiant"
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- one with "pleasing - displeasing" (r = -.22) and one with 
"pleasant - unpleasant" (r = -.20), one for "rebellious” with 
"pleasant - unpleasant" (r = -.25) and one for "sad" with "interest­
ing - boring" (r = -.22). Clearly, of ail the many mood changes 
which occured during the experiment, a decrease in hostility was 
associated with a more rewarding aesthetic experience.
Five of the remaining significant correlations involving evalua­
tive scales suggest that a more "inspiring" and more "interesting" 
experience goes with increased "playfulness" (r = .26; r = .30); a 
more interesting and more cheerful experience with a decrease in 
being "sorry" (r = -.33; r = -.23); and a more pleasant experience 
with a decrease in "anger" (r . The remaining four correlations
suggest miscellaneous relationships of moods with arousal variables, 
while there are no significant correlations of complexity variables 
with either mood factors or individual scales. Thus, a more arousing 
experience is associated with a change towards being more "clutched- 
up" (r = .22); a more stimulating experience towards being more 
"sluggish" (r = .20); and both more arousing and more stimulating 
experiences with a change towards being more "self-centered" (r = .22; 
r = .23).
The Affective Variables and Moods as Dependent Variables
The differential effects of experimental manipulations on sub-
ê
jective or affective reactions of ^s were examined by computing the 
effects of independent variables, including the no-art treatment, 
upon affective dimensions in average ratings'of the paintings.
%
r
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summary ratings of the whole experience, and the ratings of moods. 
However, first the differential,effects of the art vs. non-art treat­
ment on affective reactions and the mood changes will be explored by 
comparing the f i n d i n g  for the experimental group as a whole to the 
findings for the control group.
Comparison between the Art and Non-Art Conditions. Comparison
• . ' 
between the experimental group as a whole and the control group was
possible for summary ratings and for mood changes. The analyses of '
variance for summary ratings are presented in Table 9 and Table 9a
that for mood changes in Table 10 and Table 10a.. From Table 9 and
Table 9 a ,  large differences-may be noted on the attraction factor
*
(p< .001) and two of its scales, "inspiring" - uninspiring" and "intefes- 
tin - boring" (each with p <  .0001).' Viewing the pictures was obviously 
much more "interesting" (X = 5.02) and "inspiring" (X = 4.23) but 
strangely enough not more "pleasant" and "cheerful", than the control 
group task ("interesting" X = 2.50; "inspiring" X - 2.45). -These 
highly significant results are confirmed by a multivariate F of 7.21
(p <.0001).
In contrast, the results for mood changes seen in Table 10 and-
*^able 10a are rather weak. There is only one difference significant
at beyond .05 level, that for the Fatigue factor (p<.02). The
Elation factor approaches significance (p<.07) along with the two
Fatigue scales, "drowsy" (p''^.09) and "sluggish” (p<.09) and two
Elation scales, "affectionate." (p <  .08) and "warmhearted" (p<.09).
■»
The multivariate F does not approach significance. Thus, at best, 
the direction of the differences may be interpreted that there is
—  -f --------------- ------------------------------------- :-----------------------;-----------------------------------
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a slight suggestion that the control group changed towards being more 
Fatigued (X = .46), more "drowsy" (X - .30) and more "sluggish? (X = .25) 
while the opposite change is seen in the experimental groups (X = -.08;
X = -.10; X = -.12). There is just as weak an indication that the 
control group changed towards being less Elated (X = -.38), less 
"affectionate" (X = -s60) and less "warmhearted" (X = -.70) than the 
experimental groups (X = .06; X = -.13; X - -.27), although both groups 
seem to have changed towards being less positive on these dimensions,
.31
yfects of Independent Variables upon Average Ratings. effects
of two independent variables. Beauty and Complexity, upo(nEwo scales 
"beautiful - ugly" and "complex - .simplè’" are presented as experimen­
tal checks in Table 3. In Table 4 the factor structure and inter­
correlations among the six scales used to rate the individual paintings 
is presented. In Table II and Table 11 a we see the overall picture of 
the effects of independent variables upon all six scales. The results 
confirm our expectation from Table 3 and Table 4. The effect/ of 
beauty and complexjÆy^pon their corresponding factors. Gratification 
and Enhancement, are essentially the same as their effects upon their 
correspond^^ng scales seen"in Table 3. The effects of Beauty are seen 
on both Gratification (p< .0001) and Enhaoceraent (p<.0001) facto^ and 
on all of their identifying dimensions. However, the significant 
effects of Complexity were seen only on complexity and arousal relatec 
variables, that is on the Enhancement factor (p< .0001) and its 
identifying dimensions. Beauty thus seems to have pervasive effects, 
while Complexity is specifically limited to being a measure of itself.
The direction of differences among different Revels of Beauty and
I
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Complexity shows that "more beautif-ul" paintings are indeed perceived 
as higher in Gratification that is more "beautiful" and more "pleasing"; 
but they are also seen as lower on Enhancement, that is less "complex", 
less "complicated", less "arousing", and less "stimulating" than low 
beauty paintings. The effects of Complexity, however, are somewhat 
mor^ intricate. The paintings in High Complexity condition are indeed 
perceived as the highest on all complexity and arousal related scales. 
Thus, they are seen as Che most Enhancing (X = .54), that is the most 
"complex" (X = 4.54), the most "complicated" (X = 4.55), the most 
"arousing" (X = 4.43), and the most "stimulating" (X ^4.27). However, 
the relationship between the Moderate and Low Complexity varies dependent 
on observed dimensions. The findings for the EnhancAnenc factor parallels
the effects on "complex - simple" in revealing the increase in. ratings
** - ' - * 
from Low (X = -.32) to Moderate \X = -.23) to High (X = . 54 ) ^ Cojnplexity,
but showing significant differences only between High Complexity and
the other two groups. The ratings on "complicated - plain" are the
closest to expectation, assuming a unique position in showing a
significant increase from Low (X = 3.56) to Moderate (X = 3.92) to
High t'X" = 4.55) a priori complexity. The "arousing - soothing." and
/
"stimulating - calming" di^lay still another pattern.. Moderate 
Complexity paintings are seen as the least "arousing" (X = 4.03) •
and the least "stimulating" (X = 3.90), while Low Complexity paintings^ 
\are seen as moderate on "arousal" (X=4.16) and on "stimulation"
(X = 4.08), so that the only significant difference on both dimensions.. 
involves High and Moderate Complexity groups. 'The interaction effect, 
to which we were alerted in Table 3, is seen to affect both measures
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of complexity and their factor, precisely as described for Table 3.
Effects of Independent Variables upon Summary Ratings. The effects 
of Beauty and Complexity upon summary racings of the total viewing 
experience and the control task are presented in Table 12. Interpre­
tation of this table seems to involve the relationships noted in Table 
5. Specifically, while "inspiring - uninspiring" and "interesting - 
boring" load primarily on the Attraction factor, along with "pleasant - 
unpleasant" and "cheerful - depressing", they are also significantly,
t
though somewhat more moderately, associated with the Stimulation fac­
tor and its major component scales, "arousing - soothing" and "stimu­
lating - calming". From Table 12 the pervasive effects of Beauty noted 
for average ratings are seen again. Beauty has highly significant 
effects upon both the Attraction factor (p< .0001) and the Stimulation 
factor (p<-.0003). Inspection of means for the six individual scdles
is revealing. The grouping into two major factors seems to have masked 
y
the fact that there are three, not .two, aspects of meaning measured 
by the adjectives, namely, 1) pleasantness,^ 2) interest, and 3) arou­
sal. As to pleasantness, we see that Che High Beauty condition is 
rated significantly (p <.0001 each) more "pleasant" (X = 5.58) and 
rabre "cheerful" (X= 4.75) than either the Low Beauty condition 
("pleasant" X = 3.68; "cheerful" X = 3.2g_) or the control group 
("pleasant" X = 4.05; "cheerful" X = 3.50), these latter being 
relatively equally "unpleasant" and "depressing". As to interest, 
the pattern is quite different, the High Beauty condition is to be 
sure significantly (p<.0001 each) more "interesting" (X. = 5.42) and 
"inspiring" (X = 4.68) from both groups but the control group is also
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significantly and quite distinctly more "boring" (X = 2.50)-and 
"uninspiring" (X = 2.45) than the low beauty group ("interesting"
X = 4.62; "inspiring" X - 3.77). Regarding arousal, Che pattern is 
altogether different and nowhere near as sharp. All that can be 
remarked is that the Low Beauty condition appears to be significantly 
( p <.02).more "stimulating" (X = 4.67) or perhaps better seen as less 
p a lming" than either the High Beauty (X = 4.02) of Che Non-Art (X = 3.80) 
.group. The effect of beauty on "arousing - soothing", altough only 
approaching significance ( p .06), reveals the same pattern.
The effects oL Complexity are again limite<f’ to one factor but sur­
prisingly not the factor we should anticipate. From the discussion 
of Table 6 we saw that while average ratings of "complex - simple" 
and "complicated - plain" had a low relationship to any of the summary 
scales, they did have barely significant association with, the Stimulation
■ factor. Now from Table 12 we see that Complexity affects the Attrac-
^ tion factor, not Stimulation. Inspection of effects on the six indi-
\
■ vidual scales bears out, again the need to distinguish three components 
of meaning among them.-^ Complexity is seen to be highly significantly
related to the interest aspect (inspiring p'^.0003; interesting p-==-.0001)
' ' ./ \  
but not significantly related to either pleasantness or arousal. • /
Specifically, the three art conditions~XHxgh, Moderate, and Low Com-
plexity) are perceived as very significantly more inspiring than
the uninspirinv control group.- Regarding "interesting", the per-
ceptions are analogous except that the High Complexity condition
*
stands out in being perceived as the most interesting (X = 5.50) so
that it shows à significant differences from not only the'control
I ■ .I • C-i
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group (X =.2.50) but also from the Low Complexity group (X = 4.38).
In fact the difference between the Art groups and the control group 
was completely predictable from the effect noted in Table 10.
Multivaria^/e^nalyses confirm the strong effects of Beauty (p<.0001) 
and Complexity (p <.0001) as well as suggesting that the significant 
interaction effects for "cheerful - depressing" (p< .0003) should be
of^^bo^>?taken seriously. Specifically, the experimental- conditions
3 . ’ ^
High Beauty and either High or Moderate^Complexity were seenTas much
more'cheerful" than any of the other five groups.
Effects of Independent Variables upon Mood Changes. The effects 
of Beauty and Complexity upon mood changes are presented in Table 
13. Multivariate analyses .revealed no significant effects. Neither 
were theie agy significant effects upon any of the 11 mood change 
factors. T h e ’closest to significant was the effect of Beauty on the 
Fatigue factor"'(p< .08), but not on any of its marking variables,.^ 
There were some significant effects on indi^^dual mood 'dimensions 
and in view of the suggestion by Rosenhan et. a l . -{Rosenhan, Salovey, 
and Hargis, 1981) that specific affective categories may be more 
useful in studying generosity than global affects, these results will 
be interpreted. The significant effect of Beauty on being "clutched- 
up" (p<.05) and "self-centered" (p<.02) sets apart the High Beauty 
condition, which effected change in ^s towards being less ."clutched- 
up" (X = -.17) and less "self-centered" (X = -.20). Despite the fact 
that ^s in both other High and Low Beauty groups changed towards being 
more "clutched - up" and more "self-centered", the High Beauty group
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differed significantly only from the control group on change in "clutched- 
up" (X = .35) and from the Low Beauty group in change in feed.ing "self- 
centered" (X = .08). The significant effects of Complexity on feeling 
"jittery" (p<.01) and "engaged-in-chought", (p<.05) shows these 
variables to behave very differently. It seems that being "engaged- 
in-thought" is promoted by High Complexity (X = .08), which was the 
only condition displaying positive changes in this respect. Both other 
Complexity conditions showed change towards being less engaged-in- 
thoug&t but the control group went the furthest in this direction 
(X = .50) and was significantly different from the High Complexity 
group. On the other hand, for feeling "jittery" the Moderate 
Complexity condition stands apart, changing the most towards being 
less "jittery" (X = -.68) and differing significantly from Low 
Complexity (X = .00), which shows no change, as. well as the No-Art 
^s , which show only a slight change (X = -.05) towards feeling ' 
less "jittery".
Regarding the interaction effects, there was significant multi­
variate effect (p<.04), no significant effect on factors, but • ,
significant effect on two conceptually distinct dimensions: "over­
joyed" (p <  .02) and "fearful" (p<.02). The interaction effects 
also reflect differently on each of these dimensions. There were 
only two conditions where the change towards feeling more "overjoyed" 
was observed. These were conditions where both Beauty and Complexity 
were High (X = .20) or where Beauty was Low but complexity was Medium 
(X - .20). Both differed significantly only from the condition where 
both Beauty and Complexity were Low which shewed the greatest change
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towards feeling less "overjoyed" (X = .45). In the same condition, 
that is when Beauty and Complexity were both Low, the most change 
towards feeling more "feerful" (X = .20) was found, being signifi­
cantly different from the condition where Beauty was. also Low but 
Complexity was Medium which reveals the most change towards being 
less "fearf^i” (X = -.40).
Analyses Concerning the Effects of Experimental Manipulations on 
Helpfulness Responses
As noted earlier, the responses to four help-reqùesting stories 
consistered of answers in the form of yes or no and thus represented 
nominal or classification data. In addition to these responses,
the fourth helpfulness story asked for immediate help, which con-
" ,  *
sisted of writing as many names as the choose to do. Hence, the 
responses to the four.th stopy were recorded in terms of yes or no 
i.e., in-terms of whether the £s choose to help or got, and also in
»
terms of actual help, computed by the number of items written by 
each ^  who helped. The number of items written by each ^  was con­
verted. to a percentage of the total number of items presented to
the S, and'all analyses for this measure of helpfulness were per­
formed on these percentages. First, an attempt was made to clarify 
the meaning of different helpfulness requests for the ^s.
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The Relationship between Different Helpfulness Measures. The rela­
tionship between different helpfulness responses was examined by com­
puting œrrelation coefficients for each pair of helpfulness measures 
and by performing principal component analyses rotated to Varimax
solutions for all five measures. Table 14 presents correlation coe­
fficients and factor loading distributions from these analyses. An 
inspection of Table 14 shows two factors which have been labelled Help 
to Experimenter and Help to Others since two tasks, Story 1 and Story 
4, which seem to involve Help to Experimenter, load on the former, 
while Story 2 and Story 3 involving Help to Others, load on the latter. 
Pattern of correlations gives rather modest support for this clustering:
Stories 1 and 4 (Help to Experimenter) correlated .24 (p<.01), and 
\
Story 2 and 3 (Help to Others)'correlated .22 (p<.05). Hpwever, we 
■ . are dealing with phi coefficients for all variables, except a number
of items written in response to Story 4 which permits point bi-serial 
correlations. Thus, it is unclear from these analyses whether or not 
Helpfulness factors found here will assist with interpreting results.
In addition, it may be useful to view the results presented in 
Table 14 in the light of rate of positive vs. negative responding to 
each of four stories (the information on the rate of responding is ,
presented in Appendix _Q). may be noted that the four stories differ 
considerably in the proportion of £s, who respond positively. Thus, the 
^  stories which involve Help to Experimenter, evoke substantially more
positive responding then two other stories, perhaps because they re­
present the easier tasks. Particularly outstanding in this respect is 
Story 4, which requests immediate help -with, relatively simple though
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boring task. This was the onJ.y story where participants who responded 
positively (if = 83, 59.29%) outnumbered those that responded nega­
tively (N = 57, 40.71%). Story 1, which requests help at some later 
point in time but only on one occasion, shows considerably lower 
positive responding (N = 38, 27.14%) with majority of refusing to 
help (N = 102, 72.86%). Yet the positive responses to Story 1 sub­
stantially outnumber both Help to Other stories.. It is not at all 
obvious why the.delayed help with pleasant task on only few occasions 
described in Story 2 evoked so few positive-responses (N = 13, 9.29%) 
with majority, of ^s responding negatively (N = 127, -90.71%). Thus,
though commitments to help in task described in Story 3 is rather 
*
low (N = 20, 14.29%) and with majority of ^s answering negatively 
(N = 120, 85.71%), it is still higher than positive responding to 
Story 2. This finding is particularly interesting in view of the 
fact that Story 3 represented prolonged commitments in helping
» a
cancer patients, and thus represented the most demanding task.
The differences in helpfulness between Experimental and Control
Group. In Table 15 an'3 Table 15a, the ^s experiencing different
experimental art-viewing conditions as a group were contrasted with the
Control group £^ s. Analyses of variance were performed on Helpfulness
factors and the number of items written in response to Story 4, and chi-
squares or Fisher's Exact tests - 2 tail, as appropriate, were performed
on the yes/no responses to the four help-eliciting stories. Effects
are significant fo?' the Help to Experimenter factor (p<'.04) and for 
*
one of its defining measures, the responses to Story 4 (p<.02), which 
involved the agreement to help the experimenter immediately. An
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additional measure for the response to Story '4, which involved the
actual immediate help with sorbing names and writing them in -the 
*
note book rather than a return to help at some future time, showed
close to a significant'effect of'Art vs. Non-Art treatment (p< .07).
The significant effect on Factor I suggests that the Help to Experi- .
.
mentér was greater in experimental groups (X = .07) then'the control
group (X = -.43). Regarding the responses to Story 4, of the 120 ^s
who viewed paintings, 76 (63.66%) agreed to help the experimenter,'
while 44 did not. Of the 20 control group ^s only 7 (35.00%) agreed
to help, while 13 did not. It seems that viewing paintings," as
■» . ' 
opposed to the control group task, may indeed have an effect upon
helpfulness. But, evidently, the specific kind of help requested
in.Story 4, rather than helpfulness in general was involved. Since
close to significant effect on Fisher's Exact test - 2 tail ( p <  .08)
for responses to Story 3, though it is significant on the 1-tail test
(p<.04), is too weak to be taken seriously. Moreover, we have noted
that the control task was rated as relatively boring and uninspiring.
Perhaps it was simply gross reaction to the two experimental tasks
which affected helpfulness, rather than the aesthetic pleasure entailed
in viewing art?
To check this possibility, the effects of the different experi-
^mental conditions, including the control group task upon helpfulness __
were examined.
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The Differences in Helpfulness between Different Experimental 
Conditions Including the Control Group. First, the analyses of var­
iance given in Appendix.N were performed and then, since analyses of 
variance were appropriate only for factors and the actual help in 
the number of items written in responses to Story 4, the chi-squares 
and Fisher Exact tests presented in Table 16 and Table 16a were com­
puted on responses to each of help-requesting stories. Significant 
effects of Beauty may be noted for Factor 1 (p. < .05)—  Help to the 
Experimenter (given in Appendix N) and for Story 4 (p < .02),*and 
significant effects of Complexity may be seen only for Story 4 
(p < .05). ''The close to significant effects of Beauty on responses 
to Story 3 (p < .08) and the Number of Items written in response to 
Story 4 (p <.08) revealed the same pattern as seen for-significant ef­
fects. The effects show that High Beauty evoked more help to the ex­
perimenter (X = .19); that is, more positive responses to Story 4 
(70.00%) and more actual work in writing names ()J = 39.65) but also 
more positive responses to Story 3 (20.00%) than both other groups.
"However, this difference for all of the above measures is significant 
or close to.significant'only fjom the Control group (experimenter help 
X = -.43; Story 4 35.00%; No. of Items X = 18.76,; Story 3 .00%). The 
difference between High Beauty and the Control group response is also 
significant for responses to Story 3 (p <.03) on Fisher's Exact test - 
2 tail, and for the Number of Items written in response to Story 4 
(p < .04) on bne way analisis of variance. Regarding the effects of
Complexity, Moderate Complexity is the highest on responses to StO-
\   ^
ry 4 (70.00%) 'ând close to it is Low-Complexity ( 65.00 %) . The
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101
in both of these conditions agree to do .the task requested in Story 
A, that is to sort the names and write them in a note book more than 
control group ^s (35.00%), but their difference from the High Beauty 
group does not reach significance (55.00%). Now it seems that the art 
viewing experience may-in fact have an. effect. Specifically, it is 
the High Beauty condition and the Moderate and Low Complexité con­
ditions which are associated'with greater helpfulness.
The Relationship of Ratings of Individual Stimuli and of the 
Total Experience to Helpfulness. In order to gain further understanding 
of the effects of the experimental tasks upon helpfulness, two further 
, sets of analyses were performed, this time ignoring the predetermined 
experimental conditions and taking as fqr as possible the subjective 
viewpoint of the individual ^s. First, the ^s scores on average rating 
factors and scales and, second, the ^s scores on summary rating factors 
.and scales were correlated with the helpfulness factors and the responses 
to each of the four help-requesting stories. The findings from these 
analyses are seen in Table 17, Analyses for average ratings were 
limited of.course to subjects who viewed paintings, while analyses for 
summary ratings included the Control group.
It may be noted in Table 17 that all significant associations fop-"" 
the Gratification factor and both its scales "pleasing - displeasing" 
and "beautiful - ugly" are significantly associated with the Help to 
Others factor (r = .30; r - .27; r = .30) and Story 2 (r = .30; r = .^ 25; 
r = .31) and nearly significantly with Story 3 (r = .18 for each). 
Corresponding effects are noticed for summary ratings. Thus, the 
'Attraction'factor is significantly correlated with the Help to Others
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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factor (r = .24), and with Story 2 (r = .20) and Story 3 (r = .20). The 
"cheerf&l -^depressing" scale is significantly correlated with the Help 
to Others factor (r = .24), Story 3 (r = .22) and nearly significantly 
with S^^jr'2 (r = .17). "Pleasant - unpleasant" attains .sig­
nificance for Help to others (r = .21) and is close to significant for 
the responses to Story 2 (r = .19). It seems evident that subjects who 
liked and enjoyed the experiment.were more willing to be helpful than 
those who had a more negative experience. However, again the speci­
ficity of the helpfulness must be noted. This time the helpfulness 
is not for Story 4, but for the helping tasks loading on the help to 
others factor.
0
Evidently, the helpfulness factors, despite their weak support 
from correlations, do constructively group the helping tasks. In 
general,'the analyses of variance for experimental conditions revealed 
significant effects on the kind of helpfulness requested by Story 4, 
while subjective experience revealed the effects for Story 2 and 
Story 3, albeit Story 3 also appeared to an extent in former analyses. 
However, the low rate of responding, particularly for Story 2, has to 
be noted.
•Additional Analyses of Average and Summary Ratings in Relation
to Helpfulness. Additional analyses on the relationship of ^s ' ratings
of individual stimuli and of the total situation to helpfulness are
presented in Appendix 0 and Appendix P. The analyses were performed
i •
by dividing the ratings on each average and summary dimension into
three levels and by performing frequency analyses and chi-squares on
each helpfulness measure by the established three levels of each
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dimension. In addition, the Fisher Exact test - 2 tail was computed 
where appropriate. The findings in these analyses are mainly in line 
with the correlation analyses and the frequency analyses for experi­
mental conditions. Thus, Che effect of beauty oh responses to Story 
4 (observed in Table 16) is again shown, but this time it only 
approached significance (p< .06) and involved the difference between 
the High Beauty group (80.00% of responded "yes") and the moderate 
beauty group (55.41%), who differed from each other significantly 
(p< .03) on Fisher's Exact test - 2 tail. The positive association
of beauty to Story 2 observed in Table 17 is also found in frequency
analyses revealing that the who found their stimulus paintings
highly beautiful were significantly (p <.0001) more helpful (32.00% 
responded "yes") than the who found their, experience of beauty 
moderate (4.05%).or low (,00%). However, in view of particularly low 
positive responding to this story, these findings may reflect a spurious 
relations. .■
Few findings were not shown in the correlation analyses, because 
they reveal a curvilinear relationship between a particular subjective 
reaction variable and a certain kind of helpfulness. Thus, the 
perception of the "arousing" quality of Individual pictures affected 
the helpfulness of ^s regarding Story 3 (p< .001). SpecificalTy, the 
^s that, found individual stimuli moderately "arousing" 'showed con­
spicuously low desire to help with the third story task (^ .88%) while 
both high (33.33%) and low (75.00%) arousal had a far more favourable 
influence. Also, an effect of "inspiring" pictures on responses to
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Story 2 (p< .05) reveals that the who found the total situation 
moderately "inspiring", were particularly low in responses to Story 2 
(5.17%), the ^s that found their experience "uninspiring" were close 
to it (7.55%), while the highly "inspiring" condition clearly stood 
out (20.69%) in being conducive to more helpfulness. Finally, a similar 
pattern is observed for the effects of perception of total situation 
as "pleasant" on responses to Story 1 (p< .01) and on the actual work
of writing named in response to Story A (p< .05).- The responses to
Story r were almost equally high when the ^s.rated their experience high 
(36.73%) and low 35..00%,) in "pleasantness", while after having moder­
ately "pleasant" experience.the responses were significantly lower 
(11.76%). For actual help requested in Story 4 again the moderately 
"pleasant" experience evoked the least help (X = 26.97) but the expe­
rience low on "pleasantness" was very close to it (X = 27.01), while
t a
a highly "pleasant" condition was much more helpful (X = 43.26).
The Relationship of Mood Changes to Helpfulness. Our final ques-
tion is directed at the possibility that the effects of aesthetic
experience may be moderated by mood changes durung the experiment. To
assess this possibility all mood change factors and variables were
correlated with helpfulness factors and scales. The significant and
close to significant effects from these analyses are presented>^ÿ
Table 18. Table 18 shows that none of the mood change factors were
significantly related to any of the helping variables. Some of the
0
individual mood change variables had significant though quite low, 
relationships with some helping variables. Thus, responses to Story 1 
are significantly positively associated with a change in "^efiant"
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(r = .22) and nearly significantly with the change in Aggression 
(r = .18) and "sceptical" (r = .18); they are also significantly nega­
tively related to changes in "drowsy" (r = -.20) and nearly signifi- 
■cantly to changes in Egotism (r = -.17). The responses to Story 3 
are even ^ess .related to mood changes, showing only significant nega­
tive association with the change in feeling "sorry" (r = -.25),, almost 
significant with the change in feeling "drowsy" (r = -.17)-;^and close 
to significant positive association with the change in feeling "care­
free" (r = .17). The actual help with "writing names was significantly 
and positively associated only with the change in feeling "defiant"
/(r = .22), while the frequency of agreeing to help asked in Story 4 
showed no significant associations with mood changes, but its posi­
tive association with the change in feeling "defiant" was close to 
significance (r = .17). Regarding helpfulness factors”. Help to Ex­
perimenter showed significant positive association with the change 
in feeling "defiant" (r = .25), while the highest correlation observed 
for Help to Others factor was nearly significant negative association 
with the change in feeling "sorry" (r = -.18). -
Evidently, the association of mood changes to helpfulness is 
weak. The most of significant associations involve Story 1, which is 
the story that shows very weak relationship to aesthetic experience.
Therefore, if there is any evidence that mood changes moderate either
p-
the effects of experimental conditions or subjective reactions to the 
experiment, as reflected in average and summary ratings, upon helpful­
ness, they are obviously very much mood and task specific.
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CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 
Discussion
The Effects of Beauty
Evidently the first hypothesis, which assumed that the subjects 
experiencing art objects High on Beauty will report less arousal, more 
pleasurable experience, more positive mood changes, and more generosity 
behaviors expressed as willingness to help, is to a greaç extent sup­
ported. In particular, the first part o f ^ h e  first hjqfcthesis assuming 
the high association of.Beauty with Pleasure is strongly supported.
Thus, when the judgements of individual paintings, irrespective of ex­
perimental conditions, are considered a v y y  high positive association 
is found'between "beautiful - ugly" and "pleasing - displeasing". This 
observation is in line with Valentine's (1962) findings which depended 
on a similar method of correlating the ratings of pictures on "beautiful 
- ugly" and "pleasing - displeasing"; however the association obtained 
in this study is even higher. In addition, here some other analyses 
tackling the relationship of beauty to pleasure are performed, and they 
also show consistent results. For example, the ratings of the exper­
ience with the paintings as a set on "pleasant - unpleasant" also showed 
high positive associations with the ratings of individual paintings as 
"beautiful - ugly". Also, when the effects of experimental conditions 
are examined, the paintings that were placed into the Highly Beautiful 
category were assessed as significantly more pleasing when rated in­
dividually, and the paintings as a set in the Highly Beautiful category 
were regarded as significantly more pleasant than those in the Low Beauty
109
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category or the Non-Art task. However, the paintings as a set in the 
Low Beauty category were not seen to differ significantly on pleasant­
ness from the Non-Art task, suggesting that High Beauty leads to the 
perception of increased pleasantness rather than Low Beauty, or 
"ugliness", to increased unpleasantness of the stimuli.
Hence, based on these findings the claims about the pleasurable 
: quality of beauty often found in theorizing on art (St. Thomas Aquinas- 
Berlyne, 1971: Hume - Berlyne, 1971: Santayana - Langer, 1967) seem to
have merit. Moreover, while Beauty in Art seems to be "pleasing" and 
"pleasant", "ugliness" in Art does not seem to produce more adverse 
effects regarding pleasure than some simple Non-Art task.
The second part of the first hypothesis, which assumed that more
c
Beauty will lead to less Arousal and vice versa, is also supported. 
Specifically^ the assumption concerning the negative relationship of 
beauty to arousal is based on two kinds of findings. First, it is 
derived from the implicaT±o«s of findings from several studies which 
showed, on one hand, the strong linear relationship of beauty to plea­
sure (Valentine, 1962), and, on the other hand, the relationship of
arousal to pleasure, to follow Wundt’s curve (Vitz, 1966; Berlyne,
%
McDonnell, Nicki, and Pahram, 1967). - The application of Wundt’s curve,.
»
as described by Berlyne (1971) and previously discussed, to the above 
findings would suggest a low negative association of Beauty with Arousal. 
Second, the findings (De .Jong, Van Den Bergh and De Jong, 1975) measuring 
physiological responses suggest higher activation in response to ugly 
than to beautiful stimuli. The findings in this research are in agree­
ment with, the assumptions based on-.findings from both of these studies.
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Thus, the ratings of individual paintings irrespective of experimental 
conditions on "beautiful - ugly" showed rather modest but significant 
negative associations with ratings of both "arousing - soothing" and 
"stimulating - camling" - the two dimensions which were shown to be y""
very similar conceptually. Analogous resuats were obtained when sub­
jects’ rating^ were related to experimental conditions. The individual
. •- $ 
ratings of paintings in the.category of High Beauty were perceived as
significantly less "arousing" and significantly less "stimulating" than
paintings in the category Low on Beauty. Also, the paintings as a set
.
in the Highly Beautiful condition were seen as significantly less 
"stimulating" and“almost significantly less "arousing" than the paint­
ings in the Low Beauty category but were rated approximately the same
J' , ' ■ ■ ■ ■ •
in "arousal" and "stimulation" as the Non-Art task, which was alsp_rated
' ' • / 
as significantly less stimulating and almost significantly less'"arousing"
• than paintings in the Low Beauty cotidition. This suggests the Low
Beauty or "ugliness" in Art leads to a perception of more activation, .
'
rather than High Beauty conveying "calming" or "soothing" impression when 
V
-compared to .the effects of à simple Non-Art task/
The third part 'of the first hypothesis, assuming that Beauty will 
lead to more positive mood changes,shows rather weak and more indirect 
support. Although the extent of mood changes under the influence of
Beauty,was not exactly striking', some relevance of Beauty for mood
*
changes was observed. The relationship of'Beauty to ,mood changes 
suggest that there was some promotive effect of beauty on positive mood 
changep, particularly on those indicating Elation, but beauty seems to 
have had more influence in countering negative moods, especially those
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of Aggression. For example, the only significant association of beauty 
with more global mood dimensions, obtained by factor analysis, was a 
negative association with changes in Aggression. Ratings of beauty 
also showed close to a significant negative association with the changes 
in several individual mood dimensions: one of the Aggression and two of 
the Egotism group. Also, when changes In moods were related to exper­
imental conditions the significant differences between subjects who 
participated in different experimental conditions were observed,, but
!
only for changes in' negative moods such as' Fatigue,, "clutched-up" and
"self-centered". It was shown that High Beauty influenced changes of
negative moods towards less negative. For example, the High Beauty
group changed the most towards being less Fatigued; less "clutched-up" r .
and less "self-centered". However, the relationship bf -the, Lgw< B e ^ t y  _
group and the Non-Art group was mood specific. Thus; the High -Beauty - 7 -/
. ... * '•
group differed significantly from the Control group in changes on ' •
Fatigued and "clutched-up", but it differed significantly ffom L o w ’.c_ .
Beauty group in changes in ."self-centered” . Evidently, the position
of Rosenhan-et. al. (Rosenhan, Salovey & Hargis, 1981) arguing that
the division of goods into global, positive and negative, categories
i^ a moot issue,-since diverse moods are placed into those categories,
 ^ ' ^  ^ . • "• ' ^ * - 
finds some application herg.... . ’TrV.t !" . .. ~. - .
. ^ ^ jt JC*“ ‘ \
The p'ostCive* asgociatioa.'tfl.'ratings,on "beauty" indicated a^"
■ ' . . - 
slightly weaker .’but less .specific relationship v Thus, ratings of
» ,
"beauty"-did not show a positive association with mood change factors 
and with individual mood dimensions only one significant and two nearly 
significant associations were observed,, but all three involved the-
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Elation scale. The only significant association was rather low and in­
volved the relationship between "beautiful - ugly" and the change in 
feeling "pleased", again indicating the significant positive relation­
ship of "beauty" to "pleasure". However^ this time the actual affective __
response with pleasure, rather than the cognitive assessment of the- 
pleasing quality of a stimulus, is measured. The modest association'of' ' f 
ratings on "beautiful - ugly" with the change in feeling "pleased" is in 
contrast with the very high correlation of two cognitive responses, 
namely of ratings of stimt^lus objects as "beautiful - ugly" and "pleasing 
- displeasing". This observation is interesting in view of the finding? 
from the studies outside of the aesthetic realm (Feshback & Roe, 1968) 
which suggest that affective and cognitive responses do not necessarily 
coincide.
The. fourth part of the first hypothesis, assuming that greater 
beauty will lead to more Helpfulness, is pa’rtlally supported. The 
findings in this study on the relationship of beauty to generosity seem 
to support Hoffman's (1970) claim that morality is a multifaceted 
phenomenon. When experimental conditions are analyzed and the absolute 
values o &  helpfulness responses are observed at different levels of 
.Beauty,-and also when subjects perceptions of "beauty" are related to 
Helpfulness in frequency analyses, it is obvious that the most help­
fulness on all measures is found in the High Beauty condition. However, 
when significant effects are observed it is evident that the effects of 
Beauty are task specific. Thus, the analyses performed on the levels of 
B'eauty as established in the pretest showed a significant effect of 
Beauty on the Help to Experimenter factor and the responses to Story '
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which asked for immediate help to the experimenter. The close to 
significant effects are found on the Actual Work done in response to 
the request in Story 4 but also on the responses to Story 3, which 
however, asked for hfelp to other people. When Art-Viewing groups are 
compared as a unit to the Control group, analogous effects are found 
showing Experimental groups to be higher on all three above measures. 
Thus, analyses of different levels of Beauty, including the Non-Art 
group, represent an extension of Experimental vs. Control group anal­
yses, and reveal that it was the High Beauty group who showed signi­
ficantly or close to significantly more helpfulness on these measures 
than the control group. It seems, then, that the art experience pro­
moted positive responses to Story 4 and to the extent the actual help 
in response to Story 4 and the responses to Story 3, but the,art ex­
perience was only promotive when it was the experience of High Beauty.
When ratings pf subjects/ in the experiment are analyzed by fre­
quency analyses a very close to significant effect shows again the 
subjects in the High Beauty conditiofPtO'|be the most helpful to the 
experimenter request in Story 4; this timew when the Control group 
was not considered, and when three (high, medium, and low) levels of 
Beauty are compared, only subjects who regarded observed stimuli as 
Highly Beautiful were found significantly more helpful than those that 
saw their stimuli as Moderately Beautiful.-. However, the subjects who 
regarded observed stimuli as Low on Beauty were almost as helpful as 
those experiencing Highly Beautiful stimuli. The levels of Beauty 
established on the basis of subjects' ratings of individual stimuli 
did not show significant or close to significant effects on Actual
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Help in response to Story 4, but the significant effect was found on 
the degree to which the total situation (including the Control task) 
was found "pleasant". Ratings on "pleasant" as noted earlier, highly 
correlated with ratings of individual stimuli in terms of "beauty". <
This effect showed that the subjects who perceived their experience 
with the research task as Highly Pleasant did significantly more work ^
than both other groups of subjects, who rated their experience as mod­
erate or the low in pleasantness’. Another measure of Help to Experi­
menter assessed by responses to Story 1 shows rather specific findings.
It does not show significant association with Beauty on any analysis, 
but the perception of the total situation in terms of pleasantness 
showed a significant effect on responses to Story 1 revealing the 
Highly Pleasant condition to be the most helpful. However, contrary 
to expectation, the experience Low on Pleasantness was just as pro­
motive of helpfulness, with only the Moderately Pleasant experience 
being significantly les conducive to helpfulness.
■ Evidently the analyses of Help to Experimenter, when related to 
the Experimental conditions, reveal significant or close to significant- 
effects of beauty for responses to Story 4 and the Actual Help in re­
sponse to this story but not for responses to Story 1.
The associations of Help to Experimenter to ratings of the subjects 
on "beautiful - ugly", "pleasing - displeasing" and "pleasant - 
unpleasant", where they are significant, show curvilinear relationships. 
Thus, it is not surprising that no significant associations of these 
measures are found in correlation analyses. It seems therefore that, 
though the findings mainly lean towards propositions consistent with
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the Resource Theory of Social Exchange (Foa, & Foa, 1976) suggesting 
positive affects as being promotive of altruism (Aderman, 1972; Aderman 
& Berkowitz, 1970) the hedonistic view of altruism (Cialdini, Darby 
Vincent, 1973; Cialdini & Kewrick, 1976) may have some merit. In the 
situation where negative or unpleasant feelings' are experienced and the 
possibility exists that altruism might evoke immediate’social approval 
or gratitude from the person who asks help, the egoistic motives for 
altruism may come into play. Perhaps the consistent trend of particu­
larly low responses to Moderate Beauty, Pleasingness, or Pleasantness, 
with the consequent.'curvilinear rather than linear relationships for 
these measures seen in all the Help to Experimenter measures but not 
observed for Help to Other measures, may be due to this dual motiva­
tion.
The Helpfulness to Others, however, and particularly the res­
ponses to Story 2 shows a weaker relationship to the Experimental con­
ditions and a stronger relationship to the ratings of the subjects. 
However, a considerably lower rate of responding to Help to Other 
measures, particularly Story 2, as opposed^to Help to Experimenter.
measures, commands some reservations when findings are being inter-
*
preted. When the effects of experimental conditions are examined 
significant or close to significant effects of beauty on responses to 
Story 2 were not found. However, when ratings of the subjects in the 
experiment are analyzed in frequency analyses the significant effects 
of Beauty and also of Pleasing and Pleasant on responses to Story 2 
are found. The most helpfulness is observed when stimuli are perceived 
as highly beautiful, pleasing, and pleasant. The subjects that rated
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observed stimuli as highly beautiful were significantly more helpful 
than both other groups; those that found their stimuli highly pleasing 
were significantly more helpful than those that rated their stimuli 
moderately pleasing, and both groups of subjects that found the total 
situation highly or moderately pleasant were significantly more helpful 
than those considering their stimulus situation as low on pleasantness. 
Evidently, differences in responding to Story 2 mainly involve the 
difference between the High and Low group and the division on three levels
seem to be redundant. The relationship of responses to Story 2 to all\
three measures seems to be a tjjo level relationship, but when absolute 
values of all three levels are observed this relationship seems to be » 
linear. This is supported by findings from correlation analyses which 
show significant positive associations of ratings on "beautiful - ugly", 
"pleas'ing - displeasing" and close to significant positive association 
to ratings of paintings as a set on "pleasant - unpleasant". Another 
measure of Help to Others assessed by responses to Story 3 shows some­
what different findings. Thus, the analyses of experimental conditions 
show close to significant effect of Beauty, revealing the High Beauty 
condition as significantly more helpful than the Control group. On 
the other hand, in frequency analyses of the effects of ratings on 
"beautiful", "pleasing" and "pleasant" significant effects on responses 
to Story 3 were not found. However, the correlation analyses revealed 
close to signicant positive associations between responses to Story 3 
and ratings of individual stimuli on "beautiful", "pleasing" and on a 
Gratification factor which they identify. Thus, although there are 
some relationships of beauty and pleasure to responses to Story 3, these
I
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relationships are on the borderline of significance.
Evidently, there is some indication of positive linear associa­
tions of Help to Others to beauty and pleasure. This finding shows 
agreement with views of Social Exchange theory (Foa and Foa, 1976) and 
the findings which reveal the people who felt good were more willing 
to help (Berkowitz and Connor, 1966; Isen, 1970; Isen, Horn and Rosenhan, 
1973; Aderman, 1972; Isen, Clark and Schwartz, 1976; Thompson, Cowan and 
Rosenhan, 1980) and that pleasantness of visual experience may promote 
helpfulness (Cunningham, 1979).
The Effects of Complexity
The second hypothesis assumed that High Complexity would lead 
to the most Arousal, the least pleasure, the least positive mood changes 
and the least helpfulness; that Moderate Complexity would lead to mod- 
erate Arousal, the most pleasure, the most positive mood changes and ^
the most helpfulness; and that Low Complexity would lead to the lowest 
Arousal, the Moderate Pleasure, the moderately positive mood changes 
and the Moderate Helpfulness. This hypothesis is mainly not confirmed.
The first part of the second hypothesis assuming the linear rela­
tionship between Complexity and Arousal is mainly supported by the 
research. Thus, when individual paintings were rated, rather high 
and thus significant positive association was- found between "Complex - 
Simple" and "Complicated - Plain" with "Arousing - Soothing" and 
"Stimulating - Calming. When the relationship of ratings of indiv­
idual paintings in ^ Cerms of Complexity was compared to ratings of 
paintings as a set in terms of Arousal and Stimulation , all 
associations were positive but only the association of "stimulating -
I
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calming" was significant with "complicated - plain” , and close to 
significant with "complex - simple".
I'/hen the ratings of subjects were related to the levels of Com­
plexity as varied in the experiment, there was a significant effect of 
Complexity on ratings of both "arousing - soothing" and "stimulating - 
Calming" but only on ratings of individual paintings. However, the 
relationship of Complexity to Arousal based on these ratings was
curvilinear rather than lin,ear; and a significant difference is ob-
'•v- ;
.served only between High Complexity, which was the highest on both 
A r o u s a l  and Stimulation , and Moderate Complexity, which emerged 
as the lowest on both. The assessment of Low Complexity paintings 
was moderate on both Arousal and Stimulation and did not differ signi­
ficantly from ratings of either High or Low Complexity paintings.
Evidently, the ratings of subjects on Complexity and Arousal 
agree with the expectation of findings (Bèrlyne, Crew, Salapatek and 
Lewis, 1963; Berlyne and Lawrence,. 1964; Berlyne and McDonnell, 1965) 
which show linear relationships between them, although their findings 
measured physiological indices of Arousal while here verbal reports 
are computed. However, subjects' ratings of Individual stimuli on 
A r o u s a l  and Stimulation related to a priori Complexity levels fail 
to reveal a linear relationship. The curvilinear relationship found 
in these analyses may be an artifact of insufficient difference in 
Complexity^between the Moderate and Low Complexity conditions. It • 
may be recalled that Moderate and Low Complexity, when rated on the 
dimension "complex - simple" by the ^s in the experiment, did not 
obtain ratings which differed significantly from each other.
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The second part of the second hypothesis which assumed that, high 
complexity will be associated with the least pleasure, moderate with 
Che most pleasure and low with moderate pleasure is not supported.
In fact, the findings of this study show no relationship between Com­
plexity and Pleasure. Thus, the perception of individual* stimulus 
objects and of the total situation in terras of "pleasing - displeasing" 
and "pleasant - unpleasant" respectively did not show significant as­
sociation with the perception of stimuli in terras of "complex - simple" 
or "complicated - plain". The perception of individual stimuli in 
terms of pleasing also did not differ significantly, dpendent on the 
level of Complexity established on the basis of pre-test ratings.
In an attempt to account for these findings it is useful to point 
out that the previous research on the relationship of Complexity to lik­
ing or pleasingness does not reveal uniform findings: the findings range
from inverse relationship of Complexity to pleasingness or liking 
(Berlyne, 1953; Berlyne and Lawrence, 1964; Day, 1968); direct relation­
ship (Berlyne, 1972); inverted U shaped curve (Vitz, 1966b; Wohlwill, 
1968; Kamman, 1966; Werbik, 1969; Walker, 1970); the relationship of 
bimodal curve (Terwilliger, 1963); and to curve with several peaks
(Day, 1967; 1968a). The sensitivity of the relationship between
• .
Complexity and Pleasingness to method used in studying it was already - 
noted (Walker, 1970). Thus, Berlyne (1972) showed the sensitivity of 
this relationship to simultaneous vs. successive presentation of 
stimuli and the presence vs. absence of particular characterizing 
attributes of complexity, such as the number of independent units, 
incongruity, dissimilarity of elements, asymmetricity of pattern and
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others. Different attributes are sometimes found to interact with each 
other in a manner which is dependent on mode of presentation of stimuli. 
Thus, when complexity is measured by dissimilarity of elements, pleasing­
ness was negatively correlated to complexity when elements appeared 
simultaneously but it was positively correlated when elements were 
presented successively (Berlyne, 1972). Also, when complexity is 
measured by the number of differences, pleasingness tended to vary 
inversely with the number of differences for asymmetrical patterns, but 
there was no significant trend in their relationship for symmetrical 
patterns. In order to better understand the lack of hypothesized 
relationship between complexity and pleasingness in this research a 
more detailed analyses of experimental stimuli in relation to method 
of presenting them used in this study would be needed.
The third part of the second hypothesis, assuming that the most 
positive mood changes will be found when experiencing Moderate Complexity, 
the least when experiencing High. Complexity and moderate when experienc- 
ing Low Complexity, is mainly not supported. First, the relationship of 
Complexity to mood changes in general' is very weak. The closest approx­
imation of hypothesized change in moods was found on feeling "jittery".
The subjects-in the Moderate Complexity condition showed the most change
towards being less "jittery", significantly more so than the Low Complex- '
/
ity group., which did not change in feeling ".jittery", but not from the 
High Complexity group which did not conform to the expectation and also 
changed towards feeling less jittery, though less than Moderate Complex­
ity group. The effects of Complexity on changes' in feeling ^'jittery" 
remind one of Plato’s contention suggesting the effect of Complexity on
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disintegration of character (Munro, In Hogg, 1969, p.34). Of all the 
mood changes, "jittery" is the closest conceptually to disintegration 
and at the same time exhibits the change closest to prediction about the 
effects of complexity on moods. However, to base any claims on such a 
faint association would be far fetched. Other effects of complexity 
were the significant effect on change in "engaged in thought" and the 
close to significant effect on change in feeling "sad". Both effects 
are mood specific and both show the departure from expectation. \High 
Complexity evoked the most change towards feeling less "sad", being 
significantly different from the Low .Complexity group which showed the 
most change towards being more "sad". At the same time, the highest 
change towards being "engaged in thought" was also found in the High 
Complexity group but it differed “Significantly only from the Control 
group who showed the highest change towards being less "engaged in 
thought".
Evidently, the effects-of complexity on mood changes were very 
weak. The changes that did occur were very much mood specific, showing 
agreement with the argument of Rosenhan et. al. (Rosenhan, Salovey and 
Hargis, 1981) about high specificity of moods grouped into broad posi­
tive or negative categories. Hence, a general trend in the influences 
of complexity on mood changes, either negative or positive, was not 
observed.
The fourth part of the second hypothesis assuming the most help­
fulness in the Moderate Complexity condition the least in the Highly 
Complex condition,and a moderate helpfulness in the Low Complexity 
condition, showed extremely weak support. When the helpfulness measures
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were related to Complexity as varied in the experiment, the helpfulness
at different levels of Complexity mostly revealed the expected trend,
but the significant effect of Complexity was found only for responses
to Story 4. This effect, although,showing the expected trend with the
/
most helpfulness in Moderate Complexity, the least in High Complexity 
and a moderate helpfulness in Low Complexity, reveals a significant dif­
ferences only between the Moderate and Low Complexity conditions and 
the Non-Art group, which showed a very low positive response to Story 4. 
When subjects’ ratings on Complexity are related to helpfulness, con­
sistent with expectation, no significant linear relationship was found 
in correlation analyses. However, when subjects ratings are related to 
helpfulness by frequency analyses, the expected pattern of the relation- 
■ ship of Complexity to helpfulness holds rather well for Help to Others 
measures but less so for Help to Experimenter•measures. However, the 
significant effects of ratings on either "Complex - Simple" or 
"Complicated - Plain" were not observed for any Helpfulness measures.
Evidently, the experience of different degrees of Complexity did 
not play an important role in how helpful the subjects were. In view 
of findings that show people who felt good to be more helpful (Isen, 
Clark & Schwartz, 1976; Rosenhan, Salovey & Hargis, 1981), the reason 
for the modest role of Complexity in Helpfulness may be in the lack of 
significant relationship of Complexity to Pleasure shown in this study.
The Non-Hypothesized Relationships
The relationship of pleasure to arousal was not directly predicted 
by hypotheses, but the findings from previous studies (Vitz, 1966a;
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Berlyne, McDonnel, Nicki, Pahraia, 1%7) suggest this relationship 
follows Wundt's curve. While beauty revealed significant negative 
association to arousal "pleasing" and "pleasant", which showed extremely 
high linear relationships with "beautiful", do not show significant pos­
itive associations w i ^  either "arousing" or "stimulating" on any within 
questionnaire analyses. When the. responses to summary and individual 
questionnaires were telated to each other, the ratings of individual 
paintings on "pleasing" also did not show significant associations with 
ratings of paintings as a set oh "arousing" and "stimulating"; however, 
the assessment of individual paintings in terms of "arousing" and 
"stimulating" showed significant negative associations with ratings of 
paintings as a set in terms of "pleasant"It seems, therefore, that 
the "pleasingness" of individual paintings did not influence how they 
were perceived as a set in terms of "arousal" and "stimulation", but 
when, individual paintings were assessed as more "arousing" and more "stim­
ulating" they tended-to be rated as a set as less "pleasant".
The direct assumption on the relationship of arousal to mood changes 
was also not postulated, but the assumption about the significance of 
arousal for changes of moods may be derived from existing hypotheses and 
the literature presented. The findings which suggest that pleasure comes 
from a mild increase in arousal (arousal boost) and from the reduction of 
an. uncomfortably high level of arousal (arousal jag) (Berlyne, 1967), imply 
that high and low arousal would promote.changes in moods Coward the nega­
tive while the opposite would be expected ffom moderate arousal.
The role of "arousing" and "stimulating" experience for changes
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in moods seems to be weak. The curvilinear relationship of arousal to 
mood changes was not tested, but some picture of that relationship may 
be obtained indirectly when the effects of the three levels of complex­
ity on arousal and on mood changés are compAed. The comparison, however, 
did not reveal the expected relationship. The degree of the linear re­
lationship. between ratings of individual stimuli and the total situation 
-W (paintings as a set and the Non-Art task) on "arousing" and "stimulating"
to mood changes was directly.tested. According to these analyses the role
of "arousing" and "stimulating" quality of stimuli in changes in moods
' # -
was detected but it was weak. There are only a few siginificant associa­
tions of arousal to mood changes; they involved only individual mood dimen-
«
sion, and the degree of their, association was usually on borderline of "
significance. Thus, the people that assess individual stimuli as more,
"arousing" tend change towards feeling rpete "self-centered') and Fat-iguk^
Also, people tha.t assess their total experience with the paintings as. a set
/  and the Control group task as more "arousing" and more "stimulating" tend
• ■ - ,  ■ ' : ■ .
, .to change towards feeling'more "clutched-up" and towards feeling more
"sluggish" resp^tively. It may also be noted that the relationship of ratings of •> '
t y A
"arousing*!- socyfhing" and "stimulating - calming" to mood changes was sim­
ilar only with\respect to the change A* feeling "self-centered". >d^garding 
the relationships to other dimensions, "arousing soothing" and "stimu­
lating - calming" differ somewhat, arousal being.more strongly associated 
with moods representing tension such as "clutched-up',' but stimulation 
being more strongly .associated with moods representing exhaustion, such 
as "sluggish" and."fatigued". - ,
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The relationship of the pleasurable aspect of art to mood changes
was also not directly hypothesized, but based on findings which,showed
a strong linear relationship of beauty to pleasure (Valentine, 1962) it •
was assumed to be analogous to the relationship of beauty to changes in
moods. , The findings in this study, however, revealed.that pleasure is
e
even more strongly related then beauty to mood changes. Similarly 
to beauty, the relationship of ratings on "pleasing - displeasing" and 
"pleasant - unpleasant" showed significant negative association with 
Aggression and significant or close to significant negative correlation 
with several of the individual mood stales of the Aggression and Egotism 
group. 'Hiÿjeyer,' the: relationship of ratings on "pleasing - displeasing" 
and particularly "plbasant-.,unpl&asanty to p o s i t i f  moods is consider­
ably stronger- than -.theireiat'ionship found for "beautiful - ugly". In 
^contrast to beauty, ratings on-both' "pleasing - displeasing" and ■ 
"pleasant - unpleasant" showed significant positive association with the 
Elation factor and several individual moods scales of the Elation group.
This study also postulated no hypothesis regarding the affec­
tive dimensions cheerful, inspiring, and interesting. However, the 
%
effect's of independent variables upon these dimensions are worth ex­
ploring. Also, the mutual relationship of these variables and their 
relationship to arousal, pleasure, and mood changes is useful to ex­
amine. The strong positive association of all three dimensions among 
themselves and with "pleasant" suggests that all four of these vari­
ables are conceptually similar. However, still closer conceptual 
similarity is found between "pleasant" and "cheerful" and between 
"ipairing" and "interesting", which showed somewhat stronger asso-
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, d a t i o n s  with each other.
There-is a lack of experimental findings r ^ a r d i n g  "cheerful" and 
"inspiring". ^However-, the findings on the relationship of "pleasing" to 
"interesting" agree with findings by Berlyne (1972) where similar methods 
were used. Thus, contrary to earlier paired comparison studies that found 
a negative relationship between "interesting" and "pleasing" (Berlyne, 1973; 
Berlyne and Lawrence, 1964; Day, 1968) some later studies, using s suc­
cessive presentation of slides which were rated individually after the 
presentation, found a positive association of "pleasing" and "interesting" 
(Berlyne, 1972)'. '
In an attempt to assess the relationship of beauty to "cheerful", 
"inspiring", and "interesting", it may be noticed that these relationships 
are similar to the relationship of beauty to "pleasant", although- they are 
somewhat lower in degree, particularly for "inspiring" and "interesting". 
Also, when the differential effect of High vs. Low Beauty on these varia­
bles is examined, they are all found to behave similarly; the paintings as 
a set in the Highly Beautiful condition are seen as not only significantly 
more "pleasant" but also as significantly more "cheerful", "inspiring" and 
"interesting" than those in the Low Beauty condition. ,
The relationship of cheerful, inspiring, and interesting to com- 
plexity showed that the degree of complexity did not have a great im­
portance for how the total situation is assessed in terms of these 
variables. Thus, there were no significant associations between 
ratings of individual paintings on 'fcomplex or "complicated"and ratings 
of the total situation as "cheerful",'"inspiring" and "interesting". 
Regarding the effects of a,priori Complexity on the above dimensions.
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these three variables behaved differently: the degree of complexity
affected the perception of the total situation in terms of "inspiring" 
and "interesting" but not so rnu.ch in terms of "pleasant" and "cheerful". 
Hence, the ratings on "cheerful" resemble "pleasant", showing only near 
significant effects of a priori Complexity while "inspiring" and
' i. • ■
"interesting" reveal highly significant effects. However, the signi­
ficant effect on. ^ nspiring" can not be appropriately taken as being 
due te-Oomplexity, as it involves the differences between all three
' ' f  ' :
Experimental groups and the Control group. Although a simple task 
was deliberately chosen for the Control task, the S^ s did not assess 
it on "complex - simple" and, therefore, the claim can not be made 
that it was the lack of Complexity that made it "uninspiring", part­
icularly in view of the lack of significant differences in ratings of 
art stimuli on "inspiring" between subjects in the three Complexity 
• conditions. However, "interesting" obviously does relate to Complexity. 
Thus significant differences in the perception of the total situation 
as "interesting" were not only observed between all Experimental groups 
and the Control group, but also between the High Complexity group and
the Low Complexity group.
•» ‘
In summary, it seems that more Complex paintings do make the total 
situation more "interesting". This finding is in agreement with pre­
vious studies which, however, mostly used the paired.comparison method 
of•presentation of stimuli and showed more complex patterns to be more 
interesting (Berlyne, 1953; Berlyne and Lawrence, 1964; Day, 1968).
Concerning the relationship of cheerful, inspiring, and inter­
esting to arousal it may be noted that subjects'as ses s m e n t ^ f  the
-* *
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total situation (paintingé as a set and Non-Art task) as "pleasant"
and "cheerful" did not relate significantly to their assessment on
"arousing" and "stimulating", while the ratings on "inspiring" and
"interesting" showed rather substantial and therefore significant
positive associations with both "arousing" and "stimulating".
However, ratings of individual paintings on "arousing" and •"stimulating"
•>
do not show significant associations with ratings of the total situation 
on any of these three scales. This suggests that the assessment of 
arousal is important for how inspiring or interesting the total ex­
perience was felt to be, but was not important for how pleasant or 
cheerful it was perceived.•
Regarding the relationship of cheerful, inspiring, and interest- ^ 
ing to the changes in moods, all three dimensions resemble "pleasant" 
in their relationship to the Elation factor showing significant positive 
associations with Elation and with several individual dimensions of the 
Elation group. Particularly high is the association of interesting and 
cheerful with the change in feeling pleased, which is somewhat higher 
than the association of pleasing and pleasant. Regarding other mOods, 
"inspiring" assumes a unique position showing a significant positive 
association with Vigor and several of its identifying scales. However, 
"interesting" shows a rather substantial positive association with " 
"playful", which belongs to the vigor category with which "interesting" 
otherwise does not show any significant relationship. In addition, 
"cheerful" and "interesting" show significant negative association with 
Aggression and several individual mood dimensions of the aggression group.
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The Relationship of Affective Dimensions and Moods to Helpfulness. 
Except for the influence of Pleasure, which is discussed in con­
nection with the effects of Beauty, none of the three Help to Exper- . 
imenter measures is significantly related to any of the affective 
dimensions. Regarding mood changes, the associations are also few.
All Help to Experimenter measures relate positively to the change in 
feeling "defiant". The positive association of change in "defiant"
•is close to Significant with responses to Story 4, significant with 
Factor 1 or the Help to Experimenter factor, significant with Actual 
Help asked in Story 4, and also with the responses to Story. 1. The 
frequency of offering help asked in Story 4, and the amount of work 
done while helping, does not relate significantly or close to sign­
ificantly to any other change in mood; however, the reponses to 
Story 1 are nearly significantly positively related to changes in 
Aggression, significantly negatively related to changes in "drowsy", 
and close to significantly negatively related to changes in 
Egotism. Thus, despite the fact that relationships are few. Story 1 
still shows the strongest association with mood changes of all the 
Helpfulness measures.
«
The Help to Others measures differ from the Help to Experi­
menter measures in being more associated with subjective reac­
tions. Thus, on responses to Story 2, which asked for help on 
several occasions with a pleasant task and in happy life events, 
a significant effect of "inspiring" was observed. The Help­
fulness asked by Story 2 was promoted by highly inspiring stimuli, 
but was hampered by Low, and particularly by Moderately Inspiring
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Stimuli. At the same time the responses to this story do not relate 
significantly to changes in any moods. On the other hand, the responses 
to Story 3 also show some associations with subjective reactions but 
few, t h o u ^  weak, associations to mood changes are also observed. Thus, 
the effect of perception of stimuli as Arousing reveals particularly 
low helpfulness to Story 3 by subjects exposed to the moderately arous­
ing experience of either individual stimuli or the total situation.
Both low and highly arousing experiences had more favourable influences 
on this measure of helpfulness than moderately arousing ones.' This 
finding is in line with the hedonistic view of altruism (Cialdini,
f
Darby & Vincent, 1973; Cialdini & Kewrick, 1976) which would imply’ 
that high and low arousal is unpleasant and altruism would be offered in 
order to gain social approval and increase pleasure by either lowering 
or increasing the arousal. Another subjective reaction which, showed 
significant effects on help to Story 3, that required prolonged help 
in a tragic life situation, was the highly significant effect of 
"cheerful". This effect reveals significantly higher responses after 
having a highly cheerful experience than after having an experience 
low on cheerfulness. Moderately cheerful experiences stood in between, ■ 
not being significantly different from either condition, thus reminding 
us of the significant positive association cxf "cheerful" with responses 
to Story 3 shown by the correlation analyses. It seems that for this 
rather depressing task cheerfulness of stimuli was an important feature 
in promoting the responses to help. .This finding is also supported by 
the significant negative association of change in being "sorry" with 
responses to Story 3.
i
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Evidently, the relationship of subjective reactions to Helpful- 
ness mainly confirms the thesis that feeling good promotes helpfulness 
(Aderman, 1972; Isen, Clark & Schwartz, 1976). However, there is also 
some indication that feeling bad may promote helpfulness (Freedman, 
Wellington & Bless, 1967; Apsler, 1975; Kidd & Berkowitz, 1976) when 
opportunity to alleviate such feeling seems immediately forthcoming.
At the same time the relationship of moods to helpfulness does not 
lead to any general conclusion, revealing rather specific influences 
(Rosenhan, Salovey & Hargis, 1981) such as seen in the relationship 
of changes in "defiant" to Help to Experimenter measures or change in 
"sorry" to responses to Story 3.
In summary, it may be noted that the hypotheses tested are 
supported as follows:
1) The subjects exposed to highly beautiful stimuli, when compared to 
the subjects exposed to stimuli of low beauty, will:
1. report less arousal - supported (see p. 109)
2. report more pleasurable experience - supported (see p. 110)
3. report more positive mood changes - partially supported (see p.Ill)
4. manifest more helpfulness - partially supported (see p. 113)
2a) The subjects exposed to highly complex stimuli, when compared to the 
subjects exposed to stimuli of moderate or low complexity, will:
1. report more arousal - supported (see p. 118)
2. report less pleasurable experience - not supported (see p. 120)
3. report less positive mood changes - not supported (see p. 121)
4. manifest less helpfulness - partially supported (see p. 122)’
. b) The subjects exposed to moderately complex stimuli when compared to
the subjects exposed to stimuli of low complexity,, will:
1. report more arousal - not supported (see p. 118).
2. report more pleasurable experience -«not supported (see p. 120)
3. report more positive mood changes - not supported (see p. 121)
4. manifest more helpfulness - partially supported (see p. 122)
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Summary
The Influences upon Subjective Reactions and Moods
The data in this study suggests that beauty is a rather potent 
variable in affecting a variety of responses; subjects' perception 
of stimuli on structural and affective dimensions, the subjects’ 
moods and helpfulness. Complexity, however, emerges with much less 
strength in influencing any of these variables.
Regarding the relationship of beauty and complexity to each 
other, the correlation analyses do not show significant linear re­
lationships between complexity and beauty but the analyses of var- ' 
iance reveal a significant effect of beauty on perception of com­
plexity but not vice versa. More beautiful stimuli tend to be seen 
as less complex. The Interaction effect between beauty and complexity 
suggests that it is high beauty that affects highly and moderately 
complex stimuli to appear less complex rather than low beauty having 
low complexity stimuli to appear more complex.
In order to assess the relationship of beauty and complexity to 
subjective reactions to individual stimuli and to the total situation 
(paintings as a set and the Non-Art task), it is useful to recall that 
reactions of subjects on individual stimuli were rated on six scales, 
three assessing the aspects of structure (beautiful - ugly, complex - 
simple, complicated - plain) and three computing the subjective re­
actions of observers (pleasing - displeasing, arousing - soothing and 
stimulating - calming). In terms of Osgood et. al. (Osgood, Suci and 
Tannenbaum, 1957) the rated dimensions conceptually represent subjectivg 
(rated) complexity (complex - simple; complicated-plain), evaluation
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(beautiful -ugly, pleasing - displeasing) and activity (arousing - 
soothing, stimulating - calming). Alternatively, the scales which 
computed the subjects' evaluation of the total situation (art stimuli 
as a set and non-art task) were accomodated to the requirement to 
give a Summary overview of the task. Thus, the summary ratings were 
computed only in terms of the subjective reaction scales which can 
be conceptually represented as activation (arousing - soothing, 
stimulating - calming), evaluation (pleasant - unpleasant and 
cheerful - depressing) and the interest (interesting - boring, 
inspiring - uninspiring) aspect of experience.
The factor analyses of individual ratings reveal two factors; 
one reminiscent of Evan's and Day (1971) first factor which in­
corporated structural variables such as objective (number of sides) 
and subjective (rated) complexity, activity (arousal measured by GSR's, 
ratings of calming - exciting) and interest (interesting - boring) 
aspect. Here fewer variables were analyzed but the first factor also 
incorporated subjective (rated) complexity (complex simple, 
complicated - plain) and activity (arousing - soothing, stimulating - 
calming) scales. The second factor included "beautiful - ugly" and 
"pleasing - displeasing" and was reminiscent of Evans and Day '(1971) 
second factor which was identified with Osgood's evaluative factor.
The factor analysis of summary ratings showed that activity (arousing - 
soothing, stimulating - calming) and evaluation (pleasant - unpleasant, 
cheerful - depressing) scales loaded clearly on separate factors, while 
interest (interesting - boring, inspiring - uninspiring) scales related 
highly to evaluation and moderately to activity. This finding is in
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some contradiction to the Evans and Day (1971) findings where the 
structural assessment, activity and interest aspect clustered on the 
same factor while the evaluation aspect formed a separate factor.
Evidently, the evaluation scales do not relate significantly to 
the activity scales but interest scales relate significantly and pos­
itively to both activity and evaluation. The analyses of the rela­
tionship of independent variables to ratings of these scales shows 
that beauty is associated to all of these aspects of experience while 
the complexity shows less broad influences. Specifically, beauty is 
negatively associated to the activity aspect (arousal and stimulation), 
highly positively associated to the evaluation (pleasing - displeasing, 
pleasant - unpleasant, cheerful - depressing) and moderately positively as­
sociated to, interest aspect(interesting - boring, inspiring - uninspiring). 
At the same time, complexity shows a substantial positive association to 
stimulation and a less prominant but still positive association to the 
interest aspect; or more precisely, to ratings of "interesting - boring". 
Namely, only,.significant relationships of complexity to the interest 
aspect of experience was a significant effect of a priori (rated by 
subjects in the pre-test) complexity on ratings of "interesting - boring" 
and "inspiring - uninspiring". However, these effects show that high 
complexity was rated significantly more "interesting" than either Low 
Complexity or, the Non-Art task but the effect on "inspiring" revealed 
.that the mean ratings increased from Low to Moderate to High Complexity 
condition but a significant difference is observed only between each 
complexity condition and the Control group. For the difference 
of ratings of "interesting" where true effects of complexity are seen.x i
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Che effect of complexity on "inspiring" shows the distinction only bet­
ween all experimental groups and Che control group. Thus, the two inter- 
^est representing scales "interesting - boring" and "inspiring - uninspir­
ing" seem to differ from each other in that the "interesting" clearly 
positively relates to beauty and almost as clearly to complexity while 
inspiring clearly relates to beauty but rather vaguely to complexity.
For the difference of assessment of stimuli in individual ratings 
of paintings and in summary ratings of total situation where a number 
of significant results are observed, the affective reactions in terms 
of change in moods were rather weak despite popular belief found among 
early theorists on art (Du Bos, 1917 - In Berlyne, 1971; Woodsworth,
1800; - In Berlyne, 1971; Tolstoy, 1897-1898 - In Maude, 1973) that 
the first and the most important role of art is influencing feelings.
The relationship of independent variables to moods shows that 
associations are few for Beauty but even fewer for Complexity. While 
subjective (rated) Beauty gives^^o^g^-iodication of positive association 
to changes in positive moods bf Elation and even some more indication of 
negative association of negative moods of Aggression and _??w individual 
scales of Egotism, subjective (rated).Complexity does not show signifi­
cant association to mood changes; the closest to significant is positive 
association to changes in Fatigue. Regarding a priori (rated in pre­
test) Beauty and Complexity both reveal only a few significant and close 
to significant effects and both involve changes in negative moods. 
.However, while significant effects of Beauty involve general changes in 
negative moods.towards being less negative; the effects of Complexity
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are mood specific. Hence, among few influences of Beauty and even fewer 
of Complexity, the influence of Complexity seems to be more mood specific 
than that of Beauty, Also, mood specificity seems to involve negative 
moods. The possibility of greater mood specificity of negative than 
positive moods is also suggested by a more dispersed pattern of negative
^moods than of positive moods found in factor analysis.
The relationship of subjective reactions to changes in moods shows 
that the ratings of "arousal" resemble subjective (rated) Complexity in 
showing no signficiant associations to mood changes and also in being
closest to significance in positive association of change in Fatigue.
The ratings of "pleasing" and "pleasant" show somewhat stronger positive 
association than Beauty to changes.in moods of Elation and approximately 
equally strong negative associations to changes in negative moods of 
Aggression and of Egotism. The ratings on "cheerful", "inspiring" and 
"interesting"'generally resemble "pleasant" showing quite a number of
associations to individual mood scales and to factors. However, while
• • •
both "cheerful" and "inheresting"^ésemble "pleasant" in being positively 
associated to Elation and negatively to Agression, interesting shows 
more numerous and higher associations in general and particularly to 
Elation moods, while cheerful shows less strong negative association to 
Aggression than either "pleasant" or "interesting". Also, "inspiring" 
reveals a rather unique pattern of associations showing no negative 
associations and not being related to Agression. Rather, it shows 
significant positive associations to Elation and Vigor factors and 
several of their scales. It seems that, specificity of moods notwith­
standing, the activity aspect did not play a role in changes in moods
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despite common recognition of association of arousal to emotions (Berlyne, 
1971). Obviously, the. evaluation of arousing quality does not necessarily 
translate into feeling aroused. The Evaluation aspect and Interest 
aspect related positively to changes in Elation and negatively to changes 
in Aggression while inspiration related positively to changes in Elation 
and Vigor.
Evidently, reactions to art show weak influence on mood changes
but differences in mopd changes between the art-viewing groups and the
Non-Art or Control group is even smaller. Despite the fact that the
art-viewing was rated as significantly more "interesting" and "inspiring"
than the Non-Art task, no significant and only few close to significant
differences between them were observed in mood changes.
The weak changes in moods and substantial changes in subjective
or affective reactions in rating of stimuli seem to suggest Langer's
(1967) position of need to distinguish between evocation of emotions
and symbolization of emotions for contemplation where only the latter
she regards faculty of art.
The Influences upon Helpfulness
The influences on helpfulness are similar to other influences in
♦ »
a sense t h a t ^ ^ u t y  relates more strongly than complexity to helpful­
ness. Howeven, both beauty and complexity show similar findings regarding 
immediate help to the experimenter requested in Story 4 for which sign--, 
ificant effects of both a priori (rated in pre-test) beauty, and complexity
are observed. In. line with expectation, the greatest helpfulness was 
*
observed in High Beauty and/Medium Complexity arid after that in Low 
Complexity. However, the significant differences for both effects are
. . ■
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only between former groups and the control group. While compl^^ty 
. shows•no other associations to Helpfulness, Beauty reveals-additional 
influences. A priori beauty shows also close to significant effects on 
actual Help to Experimenter in response to Story 4 and also on responses 
to help in tragic life situation requested in Story 3. Both effects also 
involve greater Helpfulness in High Beauty than in the Control group.
The differences between only some of a priori beauty and complexity levels 
and the Control group suggest that the influences of beauty and complexity 
occur but are not strong- enough to reveal within - dimension differences. . 
Perhags more simplified design with greater number of subjects per con­
dition -would reveal clearer .findings.
Subjective (rated in the experiment) beauty and complexity »in re­
lation to Helpfulness are analyzed by correlation and frequency, analyses. 
Both correlation and frequency -qnalyses reveal no significant relationships 
of Complexity’ to Helpfulness. For beauty, correlation analyses reveal 
^  significant positive.association with reponses to Story 2 \nd close to
significant-vjith réponses to Story 3'. Frequency Snalyses reveal, signifi­
cant effects of beauty on responses "to. Story 2 and close to significant 
on responses to Story 4. High beauty was again shown the highest on 
helpfulness. ^
In an attempt- to find the mediating variables between exposure to 
■ structural ’properties of art and Helpfulness the relationship of helpful­
ness to subjective. reactions and to changes in subjects’ moods are examined. 
The relationship of subjective reactions to Helpfulness shows the task 
specificity confirming Hoffmans (1963) thesis of morality being multi­
faceted rather than a unitary phenomenon. However, somewhat greater 
range of influence was found for pleasing and pleasant. Thus in the
/
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correlation analyses, pleasing is significanlty positively associated to.
responses to Story 2 and cheerful to Story 3. In frequency analyses,
* * 
the responses to Story I’are significantly affected by evaluation of
stimuli in terms of pleasant, responses to Story 2 by pleasant and
inspiring, responses to Story 3 by arousing and cheerful and actual
Help to the Experimenter by pleasant. In frequency analyses where three
' ' . . . 
levels (high, medium and low) are compared, the high assessment of stimuli
on evaluative and interest scales is conducive to the greatest helpful­
ness.^ However, the lowest responses are not uniform across helpfulness 
measures. For Help to Others usually similarly Low Helpfulness is found 
in Moderate and Low level of particular variable while for Help to the - 
Experimenter the lowest helpuflness is usually found in the Moderate 
level of the observed variable. The only significant effect of activity 
(arousal upon responses to Story 3) also shows characteristically Low 
•Helpfxilness at Moderate arousal. It seems that while positive assess- 
.ment in terms of evaluation and interest is generally conducive to
Helpfulness in the situations where immediate social approval and/or
'
gratitude is foreseeable, low assessment may also lead to enhanced 
Helpfulness possibly due to egoistic motives suggested in ^ literature 
(Cialdini, Darby & Vincent, 1973; Claldini & Kewrick, 1976). The effect 
of arousal-on responses to Story 3 also suggests the possibility that 
activity effects jndy^ntail such ^goistic motivation.
The effects of mooov_chaDges on Helpfulness are few and they showed 
highly specific influences supporting Rosenhan.et. al. (Rosenhan, Salovey 
and Hargis, 1981) thesis about specificity of moods in their influences on 
altruism. Thus, as it would be expected, the change in fatigue was.neg-
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■ V  '
a t i v e l y  associated to helpfulness to Story 1 and the change in feeling
"sorry" to helpfulness to Story 3. But, less expected is the po'sitive ~
association of changes in "defiant" to Help to Experimenter (actual help,
♦
responses to Story 1 and to the extent to Story 4). It seems therefoe 
that changes in moods had some minor and very specific relevance to help­
fulness but they were not important mediating variables. This accentuates 
the need to assess the affects after the affect-inducing experience and pri- 
or to the opportunity to help which a number of studies proposing the rela- , 
tionship of affects to helpfulness(Underwood, Froming & Moore, 1977; Karpf, 
1977; Sherrod, Armstrong, Hewit, Madonia, Speno & Teruya, 1977) failed to do. 
Conclusions \
J  , '
This study first examined the relationships between judgmental re- . 
sponses to structural and affective properties of paintings. The impor­
tance of studying judgmental responses is in that they are at the basis 
of human reactions to the environment. Thus, if properties of stimuli 
such as "interestingness" and "pleasingness" are expected to affect hu­
man behavior it is important to know what characteristics' of form make 
up for perception of these properties. The findings for already studied 
variables relating beauty to pleasingness (Valentine, 1962) were repli­
cated while those relating interestingness to arousal, complexity and 
pleasinghess'differed from previous findings (Evans & Day, 1971). The 
unreplicated findings point-tp the importance of factors such as the 
choice pf stimuli (paintings used here vs. polygons used previously) 
and of responses measured (judgments of arousing quality of stimuli 
used here vs. physiological indices-of .arousal used - previously). How­
ever, this study also introduces new responses notTpreviously gludied
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such as judgments on "inspiring" and "cheerful" quality of stimuli.
Further, in contrast to frequent claims in the literature on aes-" 
thetics (Du Bos, 1917 - In Berlyne, 1971; Tolstoy, 1897-1898, In Maude,
1973) that art has the important role in influencing the emotions, this 
study finds rather weak changes in moods. These findings seem to support 
Langer?s (1967) theoretical approach proposing that art has the role to 
symbolize emotions for- contemplation rather than to evoke emotions. In 
addition, the recognizable relationships of judgmental responses to help­
fulness paralleled with fairly weak relationships between changes in moods 
and helpfulness suggest that the contemplation of emotional quality of 
form rather than the induced emotions may promote generosity. If q^hese
findings happen to replicate it might mean that in order to enhance the
>
generosity of people more may be needed than simply to make them feel good.
A p e r s o n ^ m ^  need to appraise and appreciate the experience. This might 
h a v e .implications for the area of aesthetics, moral development and envi­
ronmental psychology. Thus, mere exposure to favourable environments or 
aesthetic stimuli would not suffice to promote pro-social behavior. Rath­
er, the ways would have to be found that people consciously concider them.
However, in view of fairly moderate findings for helpfulness further 
, research might need to correct some of the limitations of this study. For 
example, using sevetal measurés of helpfulness with the possibility of mul­
tiple as well as no response might have exaggerated the individual differ­
ences not computed here. In future studies, the repeated measure design 
may lessen the individual difference problem but the assessment of indivi­
dual differences in responses to art as well as in helpfulness might be 
more enlightening. Also, a correlational rather than the experimental de­
sign may allow for studying more extreme stimuli and obtain stronger results.
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Appendix A 
DEFINITION OF TERMS
Objective aesthetic variables 
or dimensions or structural 
properties - '
Subjective reaction variables 
or .dimensions -
Moods -
Affects or affective dimensions -
Average ratings -
Summary ratings -
A priori or objective beauty 
and complexity vs. subjective 
beauty and complexity -
refers to properties of aesthetic 
objects such as beautiful - ugly, 
simple - complex, or complicated 
- plain, which were included into 
the questionnaire used for individual 
ratings of paintings and describe the 
characteristics of stimuli rather 
than subjects physiological or 
psychological reactions to stimuli.
include physiological reactions in 
terras of arousal and stimulation 
and also psychological reactm 
Psychological reactions raayyue of 
a more cognitive naturtr"stï^h as 
interest or inspiration or of a 
more affective nature Sueif as 
pleasant or cheerful.
The t^rm is here limited to Che 
variables used in the MACL 
questionnaire.
refers to subjective reactions 
and moods interchangeably.
refers to average scores performed 
on individual ratings of a set of 
ten paintings for each subject, 
which were used in all analyses 
of individual ratings.
refer to ratings of cumulative 
impressions about set of ten 
paintings or overall impressions 
about control group task.
the term objective complexity was 
used by Berlyne (1971) to' designate 
the complexity established on the 
basis of .objective criteria such 
as determining the number of elements, 
number of independent units, 
incongruity and others. Here 
the terms objective beauty and 
complexity are used for beauty and 
complexity as varied in experiment 
and established on the basis of 
pre-test ratin^j in contrast to 
subjective (rated by subjects in 
experiment) beauty and complexity)
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APPENDIX B 
Greeting of Subject
In the reception room the experimenter is waiting with the door 
slightly or fully open so that the subject is easily noticed. The 
experimenter has the book with appointments in front of her. Upon 
the arrival of the subject, the experimenter identifies her asking:
"Is your name...and were you to participate in the 'art perception' 
experiment at ....o'clock?" After the subject answers, she is asked 
by the experimenter to follow her into the experimental room 
saying,"This room is only a reception room. We conduct the experi­
ment in the next room. Would you please come with me?" .Upon entering 
the experimental room, the subject is shown the desk with material 
already prepared for the experiment. The subject is asked to take 
a seat at the table. Once seated, the subject is given the instructions
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APPENDIX C 
The Instructions to the Subjects 
in Experimental Groups
When the subject took her seat at the table, the experimenter
? ' ' 
started explaining. This experiment is designed to discover how
people perceive different paintings presented to them and how the 
observation of certain paintings influences their moods. I will 
« first explain what the experiment involves and then I will leave so 
that you can concentrate better. After I leave I would like you to 
first fill out the demographic questionnaire and then the mood ques­
tionnaire, both are on the table to your right. Make sure chat you 
first fill out the questionnaire which is marked 'first'. When 
you are filling out the mood questionnaire, please read the instruc­
tions first, then corlcentrate-on your moods^at, the particular moment
\
you are doing the rating and report those moods. When-you are fin­
ished with these two questionnaires put them aside and wait for me 
to come. I will return, turn the lights off and present you with 
slides of 10 paintings. As I show you the slides, your task will 
be to rate each painting on six dimensions that you have on these 
sheets that are stapled together. You have 10 identical sheets, one 
sheet for painting. Each slide will be on for 15 seconds. It should 
be sufficient time for you to do the rating but I will wait until you 
are finished before I go to the next slide. For that reason, when
you are done “with the rating of a painting you areyt)bserving just
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turn the page and I will know you are done. When all paintings are 
presented and rated I will go over all of them once again. Each 
painting'will be presented automatically every four seconds. As th"? 
paintings are presented the second time around, you leave the ques­
tionnaires on the table and justr observe the paintings. Please try 
to form cumulative impressions about the entire set. I would like
you to report that impression on the summary sheet after the last 
>
painting is presented. After I finish the second presentation of the 
paintings I will turn-the lights back on'and I will leave the room. 
When I leave the room you will be left with the task of^rating the 
summary questionnaire first and then you will rate the second mood 
questionnaire. Please concentrate on your moods and how you feel at 
that particular moment. We want to see whether there will be any 
changes from the first rating of the mood. When you are finished 
rating the moods, you are finished with the experiment, but I would 
like to ask you one more favour. After my questionnaire sheets, I 
added several pages stapled together. I would like\o ask you to 
read through these pages carefully and give me the answers to the 
questions asked on these sheets. Namely, since in the course of 
this experiment I come in contact with people, I was asked to use 
this occasion and present to you the descriptions of some volunteer 
works where helpers are very much needed. Possibly you would be in­
terested in /contributing. You are under no obligation to respond 
positively to any of the requests but I would appreciate it if you 
would read the description of requests thoroughly and seriously 
consider whether you can offer your aid. Please respond positively
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only if you truly decide to do it. In addition, since I am already 
presenting these requests, it occured to me that you can spare me 
some efforts in this elaborate experiment if you can take several 
minutes of your time right after the experiment.^ I added a descrip­
tion of the task I,need completed in the request list. After you 
read it, and if you can help, the material for the task requested is 
on the table to your left. You can start working immediately and do 
as much as you can. Every bit is appreciated. If you cannot spare 
the time to help, feel free to conclude your participation in this 
research. I would like^you to terminate the experiment at your own 
discretion. When y o u ^ r e  finished you can leave the experimental 
room. I will be waiting in the reception room to answer any questions 
you may have. Thank you!
The experimenter then left the experimental room and followed the 
procedure as it was explained. The experimenter waited in the obser­
vation room, occasionally glancing through the one-way mirror. After 
the subjects finished the first two questionnaires and left them aside, 
the experimenter waited for a while and then entered the experimental 
room, turned the lights off, presented the paintings twice and then
•
left the room turhing the lights back on. The subject continued filling 
out the questionnaire while the experimenter was waiting in the reception 
room, occasionally glancing through the one-way mirror. The experi­
menter left the door of-“the experimental room open aiid when the subjects 
were observed to terminate the experiment, the experimenter went to the 
door of the reception room, took the^subjects in and did the.debriefing.
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APPENDIX D 
•The Instructions to the Subjects 
in the Control Group
When the subject took her seat at the table the experimenter started 
the explanations. Since all the subjects when recruited were told that 
they were going to. participate in an art perception experiment, the sub­
jects in the control group were first notified that they would be doing 
some other task. The experimenter said, "This experiment is basically 
^ designed to find out how the people perceive different paintings and how 
the observation of certain paintings influence their moods. However, if 
we want to know whether observations of paintings influences moods, we 
have to have a group of people that are not observing paintings but are 
doing something else and compare the two groups. I do not choose the 
people for, these groups according to any criteria other than the time 
they come to participate. You came into the group that will not observe 
the paintings, although you might have hoped for that, but I believe that
you will also like the task that you will do. T  will first explain the
• • 
task you will be doing and then the experiment. There, to your right,
you have sheets of plastic with stickers on them containing rôws of six
numbers. You will use these numbers to construct other numbers which will
be used later in field work- for labeling wires in ’electrical control’
panels. The numbers that you will make are written on this sheet of paper
on the table to your left. Please paste the numbers on the cartoon board,
doing each number five times. Plqase leave some space between each num-
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ber. You may do the numbers at your own pace. It does not matter 
how much you do, as long as you concentrate on it. We are only inter­
ested in discovering how you find the task and how it affects your moods.
I will leave right after I explain what the experiment involves. After 
I leave I would first like you to fill out the demographic questionnaire 
and then the mood questionnaire. Make sure that you first fill out the 
questionnaire which I marked as ’first', for you will rate the other one 
later. When you are filling out the mood questionnaire, please read the 
instructions first and then concentrate on your moods at the particular 
moment you are doing the rating and report those-moods. When you are 
finished with these two questionnaires put them aside and wait for me to 
come. I will return and you will start doing your task. I will be pre­
sent there only to keep an eye on the time you spend with the task as I 
would not yant you to exceed ten minutes. At the same time, I would not 
want you to be distracted by keeping track of time. Actually, I will use 
that time to go over some of my work. When you have completed 10 minutes 
of work, I am going to let you know and then I will leave. You will then 
put everything you were doing aside on the table, and you will take the 
rest of the questionnaires and finish them off. You will first rate the 
questionnaire in which you will report how you felt about the work that 
you were doing. Then you will rate the second mood questionnaire. Please, 
concentrate on your moods and how you feel at that particular moment. We 
want to see whether there will be any changes from the first rating. When 
you are done with rating the moods you are finished with the experiment but 
I would like to ask you one more favour. After my questionnaire sheets, I 
added several pages which are stapled together. I would like to ask you a-
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to read through these pages carefully, and give me the answers to the 
questions asked on these sheets. Namely, since in the course of this 
experiment r come in contact with people, I was asked to use this 
occasion to present to you the descriptions of some volunteer works where 
helpers are very much needed. Maybe you would be interested in contrib­
uting. You are under no obligation to respond positively to any of the 
requests but I would appreciate it if you would read the description of 
requests thoroughly, and seriously consider whether you can offer your 
aid. Please respond positively only if you truly decide to do ■'It. In 
addition, since I am already presenting these requests, it occured to me 
that you could possibly spare me some effort in this elaborate experiment 
if you, by any chance, can take several minutes of your time right after 
the experiment. I added the description of‘the task I need completed 
in the request list. After you read it, and if you can help, the material 
needed for the task requested is on the table to your left. You can start 
working immediately and do as much as you can. Every bit is appreciated. 
However, if you cannot spare time to help, feel free to conclude your
participation in this research. I would like you to terminate the exper-
(
iment at your own discretion. Therefore when you are finished you can 
leave the experimental room. I will be waiting in the reeeption room to 
answer any questions you may have. Thank you!
The experimenter then left the experimental room and followed the 
procedure as it was explained. The experimenter waited in the observa­
tion room, ôccasionally glancing through the one-way mirror. After the 
subjects finished the first two questionnaires and set them aside, the 
experimenter waited for a while and then entered the experimental room.
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presented the control group task remained in the experimental room doing 
some writing and measuring the time while the subject was working on her. 
task, ^fter the subject had worked on the task for 10 minutes, the ex­
perimenter told the subject that her time was up and left the experimen­
tal room. The subject continued filling out the questionnaire while the ' 
experimenter was waiting in the reception room, occasionally glancing 
through the one-way mirror. The experimenter left the door of the exper­
imental room open and when the subject was observed to terminate the ex­
periment, the experimenter went to, the door of the reception room, took 
the subject in and did the debriefing.
1
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Appendix.E
T
DEMOdRAPHIG QUESTIONNAIRE
1. Please answer the following questions on this form in the 
space provided. ' •
Sex___________________ _
Age_________ __________
Occupation_
Country of birth_
Artistic training;
0 . . .  1 2
None Slight Moderate Significant Extensive 
The kind of artistic training;
• P
Visual arts________
Music_________________ '_____
Others (Specify).
The source of artistic training;
School____________ '
University____________ ;_
Others (Specify).
How important beauty is in your life?
0___________________ 1____________________2 ■_______________3___________________ 4  ^
Not at all Slightly Moderately so Quite a lot . Extremely so 
How appealing-do" you find complexity (of situations, interactions, 
or design)?
0_______ A_________ _ 2 _____________2____________ ^  -  S_______ _6________ Z
Extremely Somewhat Slightly Neither Slightly^ Somewhat Extremely 
aversivev aversivè aversive aversive appealing appealing appealing
■ no 
appealing
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Appendix F
METHODS•FOR THE STUDY OF AFFECT AND THE JUDGMENT OF AFFECT'
A short form of the -Mood ACL
■ . ,  ■ ;  ~  ■
Instruction
Each of the following words describes feelings o^ mood. 
Please use the list to describe your feelings at the moment 
you read each word. If the word definitely describes how you 
feel at the moment you read' it, circle-the double check (w) 
to the right‘of the word. For example, if the word is
relaxed and you are definitely feeling relaxed at.the moment,
circle the w  as follows»
Vxje'laxed vv v * ? no, (This/means you definitely'feel
relaxed at the moment.) '
decide whether
. If the word only slightly applies to your feelings at the 
moment, circle the single check v as follows;
relaxed vy v ? no, (This means you feel slightly
relaxed at the moment.)
, a
I f the word is not clear to yotf or you carft 
or not it applies to your feelings at the moment, ^ircle the^
{ question mark as. follows; "V ' tJ r
relaxed w  v no. (This means you cannot decide /
whether you are relaxed or not, ) /
y
If you definitely.decide the word does, not apply to your 
feelings at the mome^, circle the no as follows;
relaxed vv \  v n o . (This means you are definitely not
relaxed at>^e moment, )
Work rapidly. first reaction is best. Work^down the
first column, then go to the nexfT Please mar^all words, Tjjis • 
should take onl^ a few minutes. Please begin.
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angry vv -v ? no 
clutched uo vv v ? no 
carefree w  v ? no . 
elated w  v ? no
concentrating w  v ? no 
drowsy w  v ? no- 
affectionate * w  V  ? no
regretful vv v ? no" 
dubious w  y  ? no
boastful vv V ? no
active w  v ? no d 
d^Tiant w  v ? no
fearful w  v ? no
playful - w  . V ? no
overjoyed vv v ? no 
engaged .in thought vv v ? no
sluggish w  V ? no
"kindly w  v ? no 
sad w  • V ? no 
skeptical vv v ? no 
egotistic w  V ? no 
energetic w  v ? no 
rebellious w  v ? no
jittery vv v ? no
witty vy V ? no
pleased vv v ? no
intent w  v ? no 
tired vv' v ? no
warmhearted w  v ? no
sorry w  v ? no
suspicious vv V ? no
self-centered w  v ? no 
vigorous w  V ? no
V-
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Appendix G
r PERCEPTION OF PICTURES
-.On qjie' list below there are pairs of adjectives that are 
opposg^te--or nearly opposite in meaning. .Indicate your perception 
of the picture you have just^ observed by circling the appropriate 
letters.
R s w c W S M
%. - 0 3 o X
r+ CL ><• CL H- CL rt
M ro iQ (D lO (I i-l
m '  n zr l-l n>
3 CU ft H- rt 0) . ■ 3
m ft CL »-> rr. (D
H* m to. O
•< CL !->
S <<
1'. Beautiful a b 0 d e f 9 Ugly
£. Pleasing a b c - d e f g ' Displeas,
Complex a b c d e f 9 Simple
4. Complicated a b c d e f 9 Plain
s: Arousing a b c d e f * 9 Soothing
6. Stimulating ' a b c d e f 9 Calming
N
/
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PERCEPTION pF PICTURES
On the list below there are, pairs of adjectives that are 
opposite or nearly opposite in meaning. Appraise your experience 
concerning observation of entire set of pictures by circling the 
appropriate letters.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
PI
Arousing
Stimulating
Inspiring
Interesting
Cheerful
W s CO C
X o 3
rt CL H- CL
h (D <D
m M cr O
B Q) rt ■ ■ H-
m rt
O
p,
o
t— CL
a
a
a
a
a
a
b
b-
b.
b
b
b
c
o
c
c
c
c
d
d
d
d
d
d
CO
(-■
M-
iQ
5"
rt
e
e
e
e
e
• s
0
01
ro 
h , 
■ m
rt
O
f
f
f
f
f
f
g
rt
M
3
m
9
9
9
9
9
9
Unpleasant 
Soothing ' 
Calming > 
Uninspiring 
Boring 
Depressing
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Appendix I
/
Volunteers Needed
Since this research gives us an opportunity to come in 
contact with many people we took upon ourselves the task of 
gathering some volunteers for the services described below.
We understand that most people are already overwhelmed with 
responsibilities an^ are unable to undertake other duties. 
However, we would appreciate if you would read the requests 
described below carefully and give them serious consideration.
We are not asking more than that. Feel free to give either
a positive or a negative answer, but if you do give a positive
%
answer we will understand that you are commited to give your 
contribution.
»
/
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I
Request li
For the next experiment we need another set of pictures 
to be selected from quite a formidable quantity. We need 
several volunteers to help us with this work. The work will 
take one hour per person and may be done any time during the 
next month. Please notify below whether you are willing to 
give us your assistance and volunteer to participate. If yes, 
state your preferred time and telephone number so that we can 
call you for the final arrangement.
Y e s ............................
•a
Preferred t i m e ...................
\
Name and telephone n u m b e r .  ............... * ............
N o . . . . ...... .............................
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Request 2:
A father's first born; a man feels a kind of pride he'll
never experience again. This is the moment to capture in
pictures. A'graduation or a wedding; for most of us those
events happen only once in our life times, but the sweetness
of those moments returns many times in our memory. The (
pictures can bring them back in full freshness and in no time.
*
However, at this point in time, when prices are so high,
everything can become a financial burden.
■
Recently the media department decided to put some of 
their equipment at the disposal of students who want to capture 
in pictures certain significant points in their lives and work 
them out themselves. However, some volunteers are needed to 
work as helpers in operating the equipment and producing the 
pictures. Instructions will be provided and the'working hours 
will be extremely flexible. Also, each person will be able to 
terminate the involvement-in the programme at any time just by 
giving notice to the coordinator, in person, by mail or by 
telephone.
' ' -t
Please, notify below whether you are willing to partici­
pate. If yes, please state yo^ur name and telephone number so
».
that you can be contacted for any specific arrangements.
Y e s................. .
Name and telephone number .
N o ................................... ^ ,
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Request 3i
Throughout the year, volunteers do a great deal you never 
hear about in the fight against cancer. They drive patients 
to clinics and supply small comforts such as tea and coffee. 
They visit schools and various groups t% show films and talk 
about ways to prevent cancer.
If you want to serve as a volunteer either during the 
campaign or throughout the year, please give us your answer 
below and state your telephone mmber so that we can contact
\ t
you concerning the specific arrangements for your help. 
Yes.,...,............ ,,,,
Name and telephone n u b i b e r . ......................
No..................
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Additional Request!
The following task is not part of the experiment and is 
«
not an obligation, but if you can spare some time and effort 
and do at least a little bit; we would certainly appreciate 
your contribution.
On the table at your right, there is a box with the slips 
of papers containing.names and telephone numbers of people who 
signed in to participate in the experiment. We have to put 
those names and telephone numbers on the sheets of paper that 
are placed next to the box so that we can give them to our 
helpers in order to call people and arrange the experimental 
timg for each person. Since we are short of time and helpers., 
we will greatly appreciate if you can help out by filling in 
some names. You may fill in as many names as you'like and stop 
working on this task' whenever you feel that you have done 
enough. In any case, even a few names filled in by at least 
some people that come to the experiment will greatly diminish 
our work.
If you choose to do this task, you do. not have to adhere 
to alphabetic order, and you can arrange names any way you want. 
Upon stopping the work, please put finished slips in the box 
which is placed on the table to your left and place the lists 
with the names next to that box. However, if you for any 
reason, do not feel like doing this task, please feel free not 
to do it.
Thank you 
ExpbH^nenter - Zdenka Grujie
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Appendix J 
Paintings Presented to Ss
Beauty High - Complexity High 
Artist
1 Claude Monet (1840-1926)
2 Albert Marquet (1875-1947)
3 Henry Cross (Delacroix)
(1856-1910)
4 Salvador Dali (1904- )
5 Camille Pissarro (1830-1903)
6 Pierre-Auguste Renoir
(1841-1919)
7 Charles Guerin (1875-1939)
8 Felix Vallotton (1865-1925)
9 Salvador Dali (1904- )
10 Maurice Lobre (1862-1951)
/
Painting
Lady in the Garden at Sante-Adresse, 1867
Place du la Trinité in Paris, 1911
View of the Church of Santa-Marie Degli! 
Angeli near Assisi, 1909
The Face, 1972
Place du Theatre-Francois,' 1898 
Girl with a Fan, 1881
Promenade in the Park, 1910 
Lady at the Piano, 1904 
Atomic Leda, 1949
/
Beauty high - Complexity Moderate 
Artist
11 Jean Joveneau (1888- ? )
12 Pierre Laprade (1875-1932)
13 Pierre-Auguste Renoir
(1841-1919)
14 Auguste Herbin (1882-1960)
15 Othon Friesz (1879-1949)
16 Claude Monet (1840-1926) '
17 Pablo Picasso (1881- 1973)
18 Stanislas Lepine (1836-1892)
19 • 'Charles Guerin (1875-1939)
20 Charles Guilloux (1866- ? )
The Dauphin's Room at the Palace of 
Versailles, 1901
Painting
Still Life with a Mirror, 1912
Lady in a Garden
Portrait of the Actress Jeanne 
Summary, 1878
Green Landscape, 1900s
Tulips and Daisies, 1910
Corner of the Garden at Montgeron, 
(1876-1877)
Paul as Harlequin, 1924
Landscape
Head of a Young Woman, 1909 
Moonlight Night at Montmorency,1897,
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Beauty High - Complexity Low
Artist Painting
21 Charles Guerin (1875-1939) Lady with a Rose, 1901
22 Rene Seyssand (1867-1952) The Road, 1901
23 Henri Fantin - Latour 
(1836-1904)
Naiad, C.1896
24 Henry Fantin - Latour 
(1836-1904)
Flowers in an Earthenware Vase, 1883
25 Kees Van Dougen (1877-1968) Woman in a Black Hat, C.1908
26 Pierre Laprade (1875-1932) Lady in Black
27 Felix Vallotton (1865-1925) Portrait of a Woman, 1908
28 Andre Derain (1880-1954) Earthenware Jug. White Serviette and 
Fruit. C. 1912
29 Pablo Picasso (1881-1973) Flowers in a Grey Jug and Vine Glass 
with Spoon, 1908, summer. Rue-des-Bois
30 Fernand Maglin The Hamlet, 1898
Beauty Low - Complexity High
<
Artist ■ Painting
31 Miro (1893-1984) The Harlequins Carnival, 1924-1925
32 Pablo Picasso (1881-1973) Weeping Woman, 1937
33 Pablo Picasso (1881-1973) Man and Woman, C.1967
34 Henri Matisse (1869-1954) •Seville Still Life, 1911, Seville
35 Miro (1893-1984) Portrait of Mrs. Mills in 
(after George Engleheart)
1750 
, 1929
36 Pablo Picasso (1881-1973) Portrait of a Painter after El Greco,1950
37 Miro (1893-1984) Dutch Interior II, 1928
38 Pablo Picasso (1881-1973) The Watermelon Eater, 1967
39 . Miro (1893-1984) The Escape Ladder, 1940
40 Pablo Picasso (1881-1973) Seated Woman, 1938
. •
l i
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;Beauty Low - Complexity Medium 
Artist
41' Miro (1893-1984)
42 de Kooning 
(Canadian Modern Art)
43 Miro (1893-1984)
44 Miro (1^-1984)
45 Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)
46 Miro (1893-1984)
47 Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)
48 Miro (1893-1984)
49 Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)
50 Miro (1893-1984)
Beauty Low - Complexity Low
• Artist
51' Miro (1893-1984)
52 ? •?
Canadian Modern Art)
53 Roggers Otto 
(Canadian Modern Arc)
54 Miro (1893-1984)
55 Pablo Picasso (1881— 1973)
56 Miro (1893-1984)
57 ? ?
(Canadian Modern‘Art)
58 Miro (1893-1984)
59 Rothko Mark 
(Canadian Modern Art)
60 Blason Duchevalier 
(Canadian Modern Art)
164
Painting
The Trap, 1924 
Woman and Bicicle,1952
Personage and Bird. December 29,1965 
Person Throwing a Stone at a Bird,1926 ' 
Woman in an Armchair, 1929
I
Wpman and Bird of Night. December 19, 1967 
Owl and a Chair and Sea Urchins, 1946 
The Statue, 1925 
Seated Woman, 1927
Fascinating Personage, April 3, 1968 >
Painting
The Lark's Wing Encircled with Golden 
Blue Rejoins the Heart of the Poppy 
Sleeping on the Diamond Studded 
Meadow, 1967
Is Rose Tatovee 
Winter Noon Light
The Flight of the Dragonfly Before the 
Sun. January 26, 1968.
/■
Woman with Hat, 1940-1942
The Passage of the Migratory Bird. 
Jannuary, 29, 1968.
Mutation Triviolet '
On the Green Meadow at Sunrise, 
May 22, 1968
Moma, 1950 
Violet
II
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Appendix K
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FEU BACK THIS 2IF STKIF TO THE AECE(5) YOU NEED.
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
11 1 1 . 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
:1 1 ; 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
i l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11
8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 81 
8 8 8 8  8 8 8 8 8 8 8 ; 
8 8 8  8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 :
8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
8 8 8 8 8 8 8  8 8 8 8
BRADT STOCK Wr.VB. TAPE B-50CH RELEASE ROSBO.
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 :
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 |
7 7 7 7 7 7- 7 7 7 7 7
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
5 5
^ 5- 5 5 5 5 5 5 5. 5
S  K A C y  M F D  BY V». K. BRADY CO, «ILWAUKEL W1 SKOl UAA.
1.5 7 1 5 7 1 5 7 1 5  7 1 5 7
1 5  7 1 5 7 1 5 7, 1 5 7 1 5 7
1 5 7 1 5 7 1 5  7 1 5  7 1 5 7
1 5 7 1 5 7 1 5 7 1 5 7- 1 5 7
1 5 7 1 5 7 1 5  7 - 1 .5 7 1 5 7
1 5  7 ' 1 5 7 1 5 7 1. 5 7 1 5 7
1 5 t .  
1 5 8 
1 5 8 
1 jS 8 
1 5 8 
1 5 8
1 5  8 1 5  8 15 8 1 5 8
1 5 8 "\1 5 8 15 8 1 5  8
1 5 8 % 8 15 8 1 5 8
1 5 8 1/5 8 15 8 1 5 8
1 5 8 1 5 8 1 5 8 1 5 8
1.5 8 1 5 8 15 8 1 5 8
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APPENDIX L 
Debriefing
The experimenter who observes the subject through a one-way mirror 
notices when the subject is ready to terminate the experiment, goe'fe to 
the door of the reception room and waits for the subject. The experi­
menter says, "Your role in the experiment is completed and I would 
like to thank you very much for your participation. Also, I would 
like to explain something about the experiment and answer your questions." 
Speaking to the subject the experimenter says, "Would you please come 
in?" In the reception room the experimenter continues, "Basically,
everything you are told about the experiment is true. We are indeed
, a
trying to see how you perceive the paintings that you o W e r v e d  and 
how this experience .affecté your moods. There are several sets of 
paintings. Some are judged as more beautiful and more complex 
than others by people in a ‘pre-test. We are interested in discovering 
whether people react to them in different manners." (If the subject
participated in the control group it is explained to her in an
'i ■ 'analogous manner. "We are trying to see'Jiow you perce'ive the task
' ■ * 
you were doing and how the experience with this task affects your
moods. We* are also interested whether people who do this task react 
differently from those who viewed the paintings.") "However, we 
are also Iqoking into your responses to the questionnaire where help 
is asked. We are interested in discovering whether different experiences 
in the experiment and your moods have something to do with your .res­
ponses to give. help. Therefore, you are not going to be contacted to 
help if you responded positively to any of these requests to do so.
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The requests %ere &nly for experimental purposes." (In cases where 
the person did not choose to help with the immediate task, the ex­
perimenter does not refer specifically to this task, but if the 
person helped with the immediate task, the names that were written 
are sometimes used and sometimes not. , Therefore, in such cases, the 
experimenter continues: "The work that you did, however, I usually
use, but I also consider this help in my analyses of your responses.") 
To each subject she states, "I am very thankful for your participation 
and am willing to answer any questions that you might have regarding 
this experiment."
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